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’Rather be respected

unzei expresses concern
By Alan Rosenberg
1
iWhile walking up the flight of stairs leading to
the second flour of Morris Dailey one knows he IS
about to meet an important man on the San lose
State University campus.
Nervousness sets in as the clock in his recepi
tion room slowly moves to 3:40 p.m. But
isuddenly the tall brown door opens and S1SU
Pres. john H. Bunzel smiles broadly and says to
come in.
His office is large but conservatively
E
furnished, something fitting for the architecture
I
of Morris Dailey. Unexpectedly, one sinks into a
comfortable lounge-like chair as the late
afternoon sun sneaks through the brown
( shutters. It shines on Pres. Bunzel’s young, atJ tractive face as he tells of another interview he
. had earlier in the day.
For a brief moment, one is easily distracted by
c some of the objects in the room, but there on his
1 desk lays his black appointment book.
The book stares at you, for instantly one
)
irealizes Pres. Bonze’ is a busy man and this is
iwhy it took this reporter two months to get an
I interview with him.
1
Pres. Bunzel’s crowded agenda consists of
) "problem orientated" situations. Every day a
variety of people come through the door of his oflice asking for solutions to their distinct
1 problems.
1
The day of the appointment, for example. a
1 group of students asked the president to lower
ithe American flag to half-mast in mourning for
c two Black students killed at Southern
i University. An hour later another group of
) students requested Pres. Bunzel to authorize the
inew tower list for next semester.
Besides the numerous pink phone messages
which mount up on his desk, meetings with the
academic vice-president and dean of faculty are
a daily responsibility. But Pres. Bunzel’s day
does not stop after these meetings.
He talks frequently with his executive staff,
other academic deans, and departmental
chairmen. On every Monday there is either a
meeting with the executive committee or
Academic Council. And once a month there is a
president’s meeting with the chancellor’s office.
His busy engagements may be best summed
up by the president himself, "There never has
been a day when I have had enough time to clear
this desk and do some thinking."
Quiet Beginnings
Pres. Bonze’ says he has experienced the
busiest fall since he has been here, although it
as been a quiet semester in the sense of possible
turbulence on campus.
When Pres. Bunzel first accepted his job, the
Cambodia protests in May, 1970 had just blown
over, but now according to him the war has been
defused and it is a matter of time before peace
will arrive.
He hesitates for a moment while giving a
partial explanation for the quiet semester. Pres.
Bunzel says, I have seen students who were
politically active turn to a more personal
quietism." As he analyzes further developments
the wrinkles on his forehead grow tense,
"Students realized that the problems they were
shouting about were not solved by shouting."
He remarks students have awakened to the
fact that before they can use power they need to
be equipped with knowledge. Although, he adds.
’To be effectivein the political process, students
must get in and stay with it between seasons."
According to Pres. Bunzel, students are not
;
itrue believers and wish to explore ideas
c themselves. "I believe there is a difference in this
1 year’s freshmen class, Pres. Bunzel explains.
) "and I would like to receive attitudenal data on
; them for the next four years."
"Rubbing Minds"
)
As he continues on the problems students encounter it is obvious that the man has a deep and
isincere interest with the academic world. Pres.
iBunzel was motivated to enter the college scene
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Larry Clark

Dr. John H. Bunzel
because "I wanted to spend time with young
people and teach them by rubbing minds."
Pres. Bunzel has always
various universities. Lie received his bachelor’s
degree magna cum laude from Princeton
University in 1948. where he majored in political
science. In addition, he earned a master’s degree
in sociology from Columbia University in 1949
and his Ph.D in political science from the
University of California, Berkeley, in 1954.
Dr. Bunzel joined the San Francisco State
faculty in 1953, and remained for three years. He
returned in 1963 following additional teaching
experience at Michigan State University and
Stanford University.
But Prem. Bunzel was introduced to SJSU by an
Alice in Wonderland success story. While on
research leave during 1969-70 at the Center for
Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, a
simple telephone call became the key to the
president’s door. The phone conversation
offered the job to Pres. Bunzel, and he accepted.
Viewed Differently
Throughout his career at SJSU. many have
tried to label or stereotype Pres. Bunzel.
While constantly playing with a pencil on lilt;
desk. Dr. Bunzel relates the feelings of some
faculty and students, "Some think I’m a little too
outspoken and a boat rocker." This was in
reference to his differences of opinion on
education with Gov. Reagan in an opening message to the college staff in the Fall of 71.
Among his colleagues, the president of SJSU
has been called an "ivory tower intellect" for the
numerous books he has written. Pres. Bunzel
says he is not offended because he "values the
life of minds."
Although others may view him differently.
Pres Bonzel says,"I’m my own man." He maintains two principle concerns as president of the
campus. Dr. Bonzel says he tries lobe honest and
let the chips fall where they may. He adds, "I’d
rather be respected than liked."
Dr. Bunzel’s other concern is to maintain a
certain independence of judgment. He remarks.
"I try to make my opinions automatically predictable."
In a fast and troubling world, Pres. Bunzel
says people ought to be more open with each
other. Yet he states. "The day when I’m at Sjal
to increase my popularity is the day I ought to

gel oft this job."
A survey conducted last year showed that
many students did not know Dr. Bunzel was
president of SJSU. But Pres. Bonze! responds, "I
don’t believe 27.000 students on campus worry
about me."
Pres. Bonzel reminisces about his initial
arrival on campus when many suggested that he
become familiar with the student body by conducting a speech in Tower Hall. He agreed but
only 67 students came to hear the president. Dr.
Bonzel overcame the embarassing situation. He
look off his tie and held a rap session with these
students.
Although Pres. Bonze] enjoys getting involved
in campus activities, his biggest disappointment
lies in how to get to know the faculty. At the
moment, he is trying to solve this problem by
having bag lunches in his office with instructors.
The job as president of SJSU has been fascinating and intriguing for Dr. Bunzel. Heclaims
that boredom is his biggest enemy and so far he
has not experienced this with his current job.
Yet, he says it is too early to determine how
much success has been attributed to his work.
"In this job it takes between five and ten years
before one would see the benefits of one’s work."
says Pres. Bunzel.
Despite the constant work associated with the
position. Pres. Bunzel says he keeps his sense of
humor. He says in order for the world to survive
we need to mock one another.
Relexation and Hobbies
After a busy day at the office, the president
relaxes by reading. He glances at a novel by
Lewis Carroll and Kafka at least once a month
and reads at least six newspapers a day.
Golf
avori e eport. Dr. Bunzel
athletics and was originally going to be a sports
announcer. "But instead of broadcasting the big
game. I got involved with the world." notes Pres.
Bunzel.
’I’m in awe of people who are intellects," says
the president. But instead of admiring just one
outstanding individual, he notes people of
different eras in history. Although Pres. Bunzel
says he never was a follower of hero worship, he
cites such people as Thomas Jefferson. Eleanor
Roosevelt. Albert Einstein. Willie Mays. and
Charles Schulz as distinguished citizens.
While stating that his dream is to write a
novel, a phone call interrupts Pres. Bunzel’s
train of thought. His young successful face
seems preoccupied with an administrative
problem, but he concludes by telling his
secretary that she may go home.
As the chimes in Tower Hall toll five times,
excitement with the interview turns to
bewilderment. It is getting late. One last question; how about his future ambitions?
"I take each day at a time," Dr. Bunzel states,
"for I never know what is going to happen from
one year to another."
When asked if any political aspirations were
included in the near future, his eyebrows raise
and eyes twinkle. "I’m flattered when asked
about it."
Pres. Bunzel says he is in the wrong job for a
chance in politics. "A college president gets involved in a lot of things which are not popular,"
he notes.
As he walks to the door to say goodbye, he
relates, "If I had any ambition in politics. I would
have started a long time ago."
After a warm handshake, one departs along
the corridor of Morris Dailey. No longer do the
stairs seem so tiresome as one runs out the front
door and into the cold air.
The campus is dark and quiet. It is too early for
any evening classes to begin and most students
are eating dinner.
As the previously upset stomach pangs with
hunger, one begins to walk with a faster pace.
But one is forced to face Morris Dailey and take a
last look at Pres. Bunzel’s office. The brown
shutter is still open and his light is still on.

University title to stay,
Dumke says it’s helpful
Chancellor Glenn S. Uunike wants the name ot
our campus to remain "California Stale
University. San Jose.’
Despite a number of protests, the chancellor
sahdeniamer
adamant in his decision
lain the one labeled name change for all 19member campuses.
He maintained it will help graduates find lobs
because they will bear diplomas with nationally
known labels.
"We have 270.000 students and, sooner or
later, they will be looking for jobs," Uumke said.
"It will be tar more helpful to them to be affiliated with a nationally recognized system
than to any single institution."
The chancellor’s office said it will also be
easier to recruit faculty. "If a professor is invited
to join an important statewide system, he will be
more likely to accept," Dumke contends.
Legislation last winter changed "San lose
State College" to "California State University,
San Jose." and did much the same for the other
Thl.too 11111, be,ame of ficial in Ion,

keill.i1011 1141J been glowing slime September.
One protest has been registered by State Sen.
Allred Alquist ID -San lose). He is planning to
otter a bill allowing the campus in his district to
changeto SanItse State University..
The academic council on campus is on record
favoring a change to -San lose State University."
So is the alumni organization which had
declined to change its name.
The Spartan Daily had continually called it
San Jose State University. President John H.
Bonzel is taking no stand.
The student paper at San Francisco is
petitioning the trustees to change the name to
San Francisco State University. A similiar plea
has been made by students at the San Diego Campus.

But the campus at Lung Beach. one of the
largest in the state, is going along with the new
label.
It is not an issue at Sonoma. where the campus
is still called a "college" with no objection from
either sttoknIN

Joint Eff ort opens
with spagh etti feed
The Joint Effort Coffee House is officially
scheduled to open today with a spaghetti feed,
according to Rick Marks. executive assistant to
A.S. Pres. Dennis King.
The coffee house has been closed, according to
Marks, because of slack of formal structure and
clear lines of authority.
These problems have been with the coffee
house since its inception last year. Marks
explained, but ’"Ehis year it just got all confused."
Coffee house programs will be arranged
through the A.S. president’s office until A.S.

council passes an act governing the operation of
the coffee house.
This act is currently before council and Marks
estimated that it will be passed immediately
following Christmas.
The coffee house schedule for this week in eludes a 50 cent spaghetti feed from 5-8 p.m.
Wednesday, a dance tentatively scheduled for
Friday night, and another spaghetti feed Sun day, between 4-7 p.m.
Marks added that volunteers are needed for
both spaghetti feeds. He asked that volunteers
contact him today or Tuesday in the A.S. office.
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Shop early, beat the rush. Fantasy Faire offers many idea:.
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Union holds worker forum
A forum on "The Working Class Movement 1,
scheduled for 11:30 a.m. today in 1C141. The
program is being presented by the Radical
Student Union.
According to the sponsors, the program will
seek to answer questions on the history, politics.
and significance of "progressive struggles."
Speakers will include workers who are on

strike against the makers of Farah garments.
Music will be presented by Russ Jennings, and a
film,"The Inheritance," will be shown.
This is the second of two programs presented
by the Radical Student Union. Last night the
group presented a forum on "The Student
Movement.

Minority quotas stir sparks of controversy

Affirmative action affects hiring
Editors Note: ’the following is the first in a series
of two articles which seeks to clarify the
problems, issues of controversy, and
interpretation of affirmative action at San lose
State (Iniversity.
By Steve Terry
In an attempt to set right what has been
recognized by the federal government as
institutional and systematic discrimination in
hiring and employment, federal agencies have in
recent years implemented laws and regulations
to bring its public and private cont rectors in line
with the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The most recent in a series of amended affirmative action directives is Executive Order
11246.
Originally signed by former Pres. Johnson.
and later amended by Pres. Nixon, the order
prohibits discrimination against "any employee
or applicant for employment because of race,
color, religion, sex or national origin and requires affirmative action eliminating such discrimination..."
The agency directing the application and
interpretation of the "spirit" of the Executive
Order is the Department of Health. Education
and Welfare (HEW) under the auspices of the
Department of Labor.
However, other agencies such as the Office for
Civil Rights OCR) and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EE0C) are involved
in greivance procedures.
EEOC is responsible for investigating complaints of individuals discrimination. while

OCR investigates "possible institutional patters
of discrimination."
The revised guidelines to higher education
institutions were issued by HEW in October and
are intended to assist colleges and universities
in "understanding and’ complying" with the
executive order.
Institutions receiving federal( aid or contracts
in excess of $10,000 are required to institute affirmative action procedures outlined by HEW.
Each stage is subject to review by the federal
government.
Although colleges and universities receive
federal monies, it is not yet required for them to
have written affirmative action programs.
However, the HEW guidelines state public
institutions are required to comply with the
executive order.
The guidelines further suggest colleges and
universities can "best carry out these
obligations" by "organizing in written form its
plans to overcome problems of past discrimination."
To comply with the Executive Order. HEW
guidelines require universities and colleges to
perform the following:
An ethnic and sex study ol its employees;
An ethnic and sex study of its labor market;
Compare the proportion of ethnic groups
and women in its work force with the proportion
available in the labor market;
If its own proportion is smaller than the

proportion in the labor market it should set employment goals.
Goals should be specific and timetables
should be set.
The guidelines also require systematic review
in testing, recruitment, promotion. classification, and other employment procedures. If
any procedure is found to discriminate against
minorities and women, revision should be made.
Whether affirmative action is a quota system
or not is the hub of a dispute regarding the
interpretation of the HEW guidelines.
Dr. Robert. F. Sasseen, dean of faculty at San
Jose State University, views the policy ass contradiction.
"The fact we are obliged to strive for ethnic
and sexist goals means that we must make sex
and race an important factor in hiring and
reporting," says Dr. Sasseen.
"They’re saying in effect, ’you’ve got to hire
more minorities and women, but when you seek
to hire more, sex and race should not be a factor. He claims.
SJSU Pres. lohn H. Bunzel has also been
critical of this concept in hiring. He has claimed
HEW, in the past has made the mistake of assuming that "statistical underutilization" of
certain groups equal to intentional discrimination.
Dr. Burton R. Brazil, executive vice president
of SJSU. is responsible for the affirmative action
program on campus. He agrees with both Dr.

Saseen and Pres. Bunzel that the guidelines seem
to imply "that absence jot minorities and
women) is a demonstration of discrimination.
Inadverdant discrimination is just as sinful in
their eyes as intentional discrimination.’
In its revised guidelines. HEW specifically
denies "an institution should indulge in ’reverse
discrimination’ or ’preferential treatment’ which
leads to the selection of unqualified persons...
Indeed, to take such action on grounds of race.
ethnicity, sex or religion constitutes discrimination in violation of the executive order."
The guidelines also say that "achievement of
goals is not the sole measurement of a contractor’s compliance."
But according to Dr. Sasseen, this is just an
attempt at eliminating what he believes to be a
clear contradiction.
"The speak of goals not quotas. Goals are
quotas with an escape clause," contends Dr.
Sasseen. "If the university does not meet its
hiring goals, it may be excused if they (HEW) can
be convinced there is a good reason why."
The guidelines state "Affirmative action requires the employer to make additional efforts to
recruit, employ and promote qualified members
of groups formerly excluded" by "determining
underutilization, setting goals and timetables."
It requires "precise actions" and "dates tor
completion" which, critics say. explicitly means
numerical quotas.
Pres. Bonzel calls this the "covert numbers"

game. He has warned that misunderstanding of
the guidelines may cause educators to "be
tempted to treat a numerical goal like a quota
by hiring the minority group member regardless
of a comparative evaluation of qualifications" in
order to avoid "a hassle" with the federal
government.
Victor Nakamoto. recruiting officer for SJSU
support staff, says "minorities will Frefer
quotas because it meets immediate goals."
He agrees with what Dr. Bunzel has termed the
"schizophrenic" character of The Executive
Order. As a result, he believes the controversy
will end up in court.
Dr. Sasseen agrees only a court ruling will
decide whet her the quota concept is illegal. and
Dr. Brazil contends it will be in court "not once
but many times."
A hook entitled "Intermit Labor Markets and
Man Power Analysis" by Peter Doeringer and
Michel J. Pine reflects what Dr. Bunzel and
others contend:
"The use of quotas...is generally thought to be
prohibited by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.
"But." it continues. "quotas, however, probably
provide the most effective device for ensuring
results.
"Even where not binding, they may be an
especially useful management instrument tar
convincing operating personnel ot the need tor
demonsi rating result u...’
Tomorrow: Programs and Problems
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Editorial

Still time to give toys
If you missed your chance to donate
to the worthy Toys - for - Tots campaign of the Sigma Nu fraternity and
Chi Omega sorority during their annual swing-a-than. there is still time.
Sigma Nu, at 148 So. 11th St., is still
accepting donations until the end of
this week.
Occasionally some campus acr
tivities seem to slip by without a lot of
notice and in the process creditable
. works are left without a "job well
; done."
The Spartan Daily would like to take
this space to congratulate Sigma Nu
fraternity and Chi Omega sorority for
the outstanding job they did on this
year’s swing-a-than toys :or tots campaign.
h
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Bob Norris and Ken Verdoia, the two
campus groups collected almost 1500 .
toys for needy children in the San lose
area who would ’have had to go
without toys, and possibly Christmas,
if not for the efforts.
This year, according to Verdoia, the
groups doubled last year’s toy total.
All the items collected will be turned
over to the United States Marine Corps
which will repair any broken objects ,
and distribute them to three cornmunity agencies for further distribution.
The people who took the time and
trouble to donate need no thanks
because they will receive thanks ..
enough just from the fact that they ’
were able to give and help someone
pi sr. less fort omit’
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Bunzel stands up for free speech
San lose Stale University Pres. John
H. Bunzel has defended to the Board of
Trustees of the State University and
Colleges the most basic right of a free
the right of free speech. He is
society
to be commended for his stand,
especially since no other university
president has challenged the board.
The trustees, however, severely restricted the right of free speech by
voting to perpetuate their ruling of
of monitoring
1971
September.
speakers on college and university
campuses.
Last year’s ruling, which is still in
effect, calls for each campus to submit
to the board a list of speakers paid
$100 or more for appearing on that
Cam pus.
In addition to the list, colleges and
universities must submit biographical
information about the speaker, the
topic and the amount of fees and
expenses paid.
From the trustees’ Committee on
Educational Policy came three reasons
for the ruling:
The relatively high fees paid to
some speakers by some student
governments.
The number of times a speaker
[night appear on several campuses,
collecting separate fees within a short
lime span.
The lack of balance in speakers’
programs.
Questioned by the trustees about the
balance of speakers at SISU, Pres
Bunzel said, "In a democratic society
and on a campus you do not make a test
as to who should talk or what they.
should say."

The Spartan Daily wholeheartedly
agrees with Or, Bunzel’s statement, applauds him for challenging the board
and calls upon the trustees to wake up
and realize that tree speech means just
that.
The university environment is exactly the place for the free exchange and
expression of ideas, no matter how
radical or conservative.
The requirement the board has continued is, in our view, an attempt to
possibly handcuff students from inviting speakers to their campuses.
The trustees’ power of review gives
them the opportunity to tone down
what they regard as potentially
dangerous, too radical speakers.

In the past year, a fairly wide range
of speakers has appeared on this campus: William F. Buckley, Herbert
Marcuse, Cesar Chavez, Linda
Ienness, Sargent Shrive’’, Benjamin
Spock even Charles Schulz.
We hope the Associated Students
will keep inviting speakers to this
campus, regardless of what kind of
balance they represent. For any
attempt to regulate the flow of
speakers on a university campus is a
threat to freedom of speech.
Of course, excessive fees paid to
speakers should be controlled and
examined
by students, not by
trustees.
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Christmas dream comes true with watch
tic

Been caught up in the levi.r of doing
your Christmas shopping?
Ah, for the good old days.
In my youth. shopping wasn’t a
problem.
For those living on a farm, getting to
town wasn’t thought of during the
winter. Instead, Sears and Roebuck
and Montgomery Ward was "our
town."
I remember one Christmas, alter
hours of poring over all the gifts that a
10-year-old boy would desire, I kept
hinting that an Ingersoll Pocket watch
was the just the thing.
Then came Christmas day. The
family went to our grandparents’ home
to exchange gilts and have lunch.
Lunch was served at about 10:30 a.m.,
and then the presents were opened.
Since I was the youngest, it was my

John %an Ctind

job to hand out the presents as my
grandfather picked them up from the
pile in front of the fire place.
I kept holding my breath as the pile of
gifts kept getting smaller and smaller.
and finally my grandfather picked up
the last one and said, "This is yours."
Looking at it, I knew by the size it
wasn’t no jim-dandy Ingersoll picket
watch. "Maybe my parents were
playing a trick on me" I thought as I
unwrapped the package.
As the last piece of wrapping was
pulled away. I saw much to my dismay
that the watch was a thing of the past.
For in the box was four pairs of ’Long
Johns.’
Long Johns, for those not familar
with the term, were one-piece winter
underwear, complete with a trap door
in the rear.

School name change protest
b, %Ian RoNenherg
The Phoenix, the student newspaper
at California State University, San
Francisco, is leading a student protest
aginst the school’s change in name.
But it seems evident that the
chancellor and the trustees are not
about to change this time. According to
a San Francisco Examiner article."The
name change is the chancellor’s special
pride and joy. produced through years
of lobbying, sealed with a happy
handshake with Gov. Reagan."
If only the chancellor could forget
politics for a moment and realize that
CSUSF or California State University
San lose (CSUSI) must be shortened.
Why not just SFSU or SISU?
The Phoenix printed a coupon to be
forwarded to the system’s trustees
petitioning the change. I reprint the
coupon hoping that our readers will
support a worthy campus campaign.

Although the coupon is directed to the
campus at San Francisco if enough
state colleges and universities support
this petition, a possible reversed
decision would benefit all 19 campuses
on a name zhange. Clip and mail to:
Trustees of the California State
Colleges and Universities.
5670 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif., 90036
What was known as "San Francisco
State College" can never become
"California State University, San
Francisco, I ask that you recognize as
futile your effort at this clumsy
conversion. I ask that the institution’s
title be changed to "San Francisco
State University."
Name
Address
School

Mama Bell nails Crunch
Bruce Jesi,eti
Beating the System is a favorite
American fantasy. Very occasionally,
there appears someone with the
brains, or guts or luck who does it.
Captain Crunch was San Jose’s
answer to D.B. Cooper. An electronic
genius, the bespectacled Crunch
ripped off Big Mama Bell.
The phone pirate built a device that
simulated the telephone company’s
sound code for long-distance. He was
able to call anywhere in the world and
he did.
Legends say he would break into the
middle of telephone talk shows on
radio and tell how to build a long distance cheater. The very first device
was a whislt le that came inside Captain Crunch cereal boxes and that’s
how he got his name.

Well, it took a long time and the efforts of the FBI but the dashing Crunch
was nailed. A few days ago, in Palo
Alto court, he was sentenced to five
year’s probation and to pay $1,000
fine.
A San lose resident and electronics
worker, Crunch is 29 years old. His
real name will not be given here. He
probably has enough people bugging
him. It should be enough that through
his exploits, people saw a vast,
impersonal monopoly bewildered
again and again.
However, Ma Bell did have the last
word. If you have his name from news
reports, look him up in the phone book
and dial.
"I’m sorry," will be the answer. "This
number has been temporarily disconnected . . . this is a recording."

The women folk, my grandmother.
mother and sister, retired to the kitchen to add the finishing touches to the
Christmas dinner. The men folk, my
grandfather, father, older brother and
myself, sat around and talked about
the heavy snow and what it would do
to the wheat.
My grandfather alter about 10
minutes said to me "Come on, let’s go
out and get some firewood for the fire
place."
We went to the clothes rack and got
our coats, wool stocking caps and
overshoes. Put them on. I reached inside my coat pocket for my gloves.
The gloves weren’t there, but I felt a
small square box. Pulled it out and the
tag said it was for me.
Opened it and there was the
damnedest and biggest old Ingersoll
pocket watch.
My grandfather said that he’d heard
it was what I wanted, but he didn’t say
anything else to anybody about getting
the watch for me.
With that he handed me a gold chain
with an Elk tooth unit and wished me a
"merry Christmas."
It was the best damn Christmas I
ever had.

:::::Letter to the Editor::0,:s$

Coed floors
Editor:
Interested and concerned residents
of San lose State University
dormitories have expressed a need and
desire for coeducational wings in the
dorms. In light of past and future
thefts, assaults, rapes, and attempted
rapes, it has been suggested that the
already -coed dorms go further and
alternate men’s and women’s rooms on
the floors themselves. As it stands
now, the dorms are coeducational by
floors only. (i.e., men on one floor,
women on another.)
The idea of coed floors helps the girls
more, because many female residents
have expressed a fear of even walking
down their hallways at night. With
integrated floors, there would be
protection for everyone. Girls say
they’d feel more secure, since most
crimes are committed by outsiders
who filter into the halls.
We are circulating a petition to be
presented to the Housing Office to try
and bring about coed floors, or at least
on an experimental basis at first in one
or two halls. Interested dorm residents
should sign the petition, which will be
posted in each residence hall.
We hope the dorm residents and the
Housing Office are interested and
concerned enough for the safety of
for
their neighbors to fight
coeducationalized wings in the dorms.
Nicolas A. Chinn
Secretary, Movement for Coed Floors

White House Reorganization

Mano a Mano
Por Jaime Qui jas
Que pues nuez? Agarrense los
dientes que aqui vengo otra vez. Hijo
mano que les parece, volvemos de un
dia de fiesta y devolada se acerca otro,
estan listos? Pues listos o no que se le
va a ser, nomas de que seguir sufriendo
y penando hasta que Ileguen las
"vacas."
Pero antes de que todo esto suceda
hay unos pocos de "heavy" events
empezando con el duo comico que se
llama "Cheech and Chong." Estos
batos estan bien locos mano, pero a la
misma the dudes will make you laugh.
Este gran event will take place tonight
if they do not cancel it.
But the one event that will be the
most heaviest I think is the one that
will take place el sabado at the Civic
Center at 8 p.m. Este event was the
only one that sold out last year man so
you better get your "boletos" temprano. Sellama el programa
"Christmas en Mexico." The people
putting on the show son los "Lupenos"
take it from me this guys are very good.
The tickets are only $1.50 and you can
sit anywhere you want man, so go
head-on you won’t be disappointed.
Asi es que si andan buscando algo que
hacer que sea fuera de lo ordinario this
is the place for you to be.
Hey! Did all of you know about the
"Chicano’s Daily" new thing’? Well
para el beneficio de aquellos que no
sepan aqui les viene. Los de el "Diario"
have come out with a new idea that
everybody can participate in. They
call it "El Chismoso," like if you have
any gripe that you would like to bring
out this the place to go and have it
printed. Aqui es donde pueden sacar la
garra al que quieran y no linen que
poner su numbre. "El Chismoso" comes
out with the Diario." Ahorita el Daily
se esta escribiendo en MACS. office.
To all of you that want to submit to "El
Chismoso" you should take your aritcies to Chicano EOP, and MAGS, and
drop them off on either Mondays or
Wednesdays por la tarde.
Anuciol Anuncio! to all of you that
que tengan interes en ser profes de In
escuela primaria a secundaria. Aqui
esta el progr. ama perfecto pare
ustedes. Hay una demanda de alumnos
seen Chicanos o Indios con intersde
trabajar en lugares con alta concentracion de raza chicane. Todo lo que
tienen que hacer es escribir a esta
direccion que es; Teacher Corps
Recruitment Center 1031 South

Broadway Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90015 and they even have a
phone number you can call its (213)
748-2258. The program has areas
available for the graduate as well as
the undergraduate. Orale raze do not
delay and write today.
Buena, Buena le dijo la multi al freno,
de aqui pare donde, buey! Pues pare
adelante. Hey! What do you people
think of the idea of opening the next
Mano A Mano article to all of those
who would like to wish a merry
Christmas to that special chick or dude
or whatever. Si quieren nomas que
tienen que keep it short porque ya
saben nuestra situacion aqui. Asi es
que si les gusta la idea, dejen las
felicidades en el EOP office en el misno
lugar donde dejan los articles del
Daily. Pero traten de hacerlo antes del
Lanes que entra porque tienen que estar en la oficina antes del Mertes a las
does de la tarde.
Hey, hey ojala que todo siga muy
hien con todos de ustedes y que sigan
sin aguitarse mucho. Asi que desparramen an poco de carnalismo y a in
otra vez que nos veamos uno a otro
demosnos un "Halo" que pasa coma te
ha ido y aver si asi se puede conseguir
un ambiente nitis favorable. [Lista las
otras.
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Communications post,
coffeehouse are open

News Review
By Cathy Tanya
Compiled from the Associated Press

Environment bill signed
SACRAMENTOLt.
Ed Reinecke signed a controversial
environmental impact study bill yesterday that will block the
stale Supreme Court’s "Friends of Mammouth" ruling from aflecling private construction projects lor 120 days.
The court’s ruling held a 1970 slate law altected private and
publicly funded construction projects determined to have a
substantial ellect on their surroundings.
Reinecke signed the bill as acting governor because Gov.
Ronald Reagan was out of the state attending a governors’
conference in Phoenix. Ariz.

.1

Federal grad jury indicts 98
titt-FALO, N.Y.,\ t ederal grand oa indicted
Buffalo area men yesterday on charges at violating the Selective
Service Act.
Some of the delendants were charged with refusing to submit
to military induction or failure to report for induction. Others
were accused of retusing to perform civilian work after being
classified as conscientious objectors.

Tougher anti -hijacking efforts
WASHINGTONMore and tougher security prat i es to
prevent hijacking and extortion ellorts against U.S. air carriers
were ordered yesterday by Secretary of Transportation lohn A.
Volpe.
The security measures ordered by Volpe require armed local
law enforcement officers at passenger checkpoints when
passengers are boarding, electronic screening at all passengers
and inspection at all carry -on items accessible to passengers
during [lights.
Airlines must implement measures covering the electronic
screening and inspection of carry -on items by jan. 3.

Nude dancer bars to close?

I 22

WASHINGTONThe U.S. Supreme Court ruled yesterday
that states can shut down bars featuring nude dancers and
explicit sex.
The 8-3 court decision upheld a 1970 regulation allowing the
California department of Alcoholic Beverage Control to suspend
or revoke a liquor license when officials conclude there is conduct "contrary to public welfare or morals."

Players
ring

Anti-trust suit in airline merger
WASHINGTONThe justice Department filed a civil antitrust suit yesterday to block the merger of Pacific Southwest
Airlines of San Diego and Air California, Inc. of Newport Beach.
The complaint charges the acquisition, scheduled to occur by
Dec. 29. would substantially lessen competition in violation nf
he federal anti-trust laws.

Drag -racing police disciplined
MODESTO, Calif.A Modesto policeman and IWO sherd Is
deputies have been disciplined for drag -racing their patrol cars
on a main city street, officers say.
Stanislaus County Undersheriff Harry Oliver said Monday
the Nov. 20 drag-race at 3 a.m. was staged to "determine which
agency had the fastest patrol cars."

Court wants safety device delay
CINCINNATIA federal court told the U.S. government
yesterday to delay implementation of standards requiring
airbag-type safety devices in automobiles after Aug. 15, 1975.

holiday
bells
L

just as the majority of
American school children are
unfamiliar with the contributions of ethnic minorities
to the country’s development.
they are uninformed as to the
contributions made by
lemales.
The schools emphasize the
White-male whereas "others"
are skimmed over, if mentioned at all.
The press still finds it necessary in some cases to refer to
women as the wile at so-andso. Or, such descriptions as a
healthy -looking blonde are
thrown in tar an unknown
reas,m.
The reference to women as
so-and-so’s wife is used
because "females are defined
in this culture in terms ol the
men with whom they associated." according to an
article by Robin Lakoll, a
linguist at DC Berkeley.
In the labor market, ’"rhe
more demeaning the job, the
more the person holding it is
likely to be described as a
lady." states Ms. Lakol I in her
article.
"Thus, cleaning lady is as
common as cleaning woman.
saleslady as sales woman. But
nne NAV,. ntr1-111;11111. woman

Workshops
held on tax
A set Ws .1i ts,u kShilps iii
"Tax Institute Practitioners’
will be held in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium, thi,
Saturday, from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
The workshop is co-sponsored by San lose State
accounting
University’s
department, the Internal
Revenue Service and Bet,,
Alpha Psi. national accounting honorary society.
The registration tee of SC,
includes lunch anti a portfolio
federal
containing
publications and other
information.
pertinent
Reservations should be made
by tomorrow through the
WI accounting department.
phone 277-3496.
Chairman at the Accounting
Bernard
Department
Weddel, is coordinating the
TIP workshop.

Rich lomberg
The bells are ringing tor Christmas, Chanukah and any other
holiday worth jungling about.
Catherine Wheat, Betty Ann ()wren. Becky Whitsitt. and
Susan Mukuno are ringing the carillon bells daily with
Christmas and Chanukah songs. They would appreciate requests from students and !acuity tar holiday songs.
The women plan to play the carillon keyboard throughout the
year. Normally, the bells are on computer rolls. According to
Mrs. Kim Peterson. director, the school only owns four or five
rolls. "Thal is why the students are bored with the same old
songs."
Mrs. Peterson said that Pres. Bunzel bought a Christmas roll
and gave it to the school. ale rolls are very expensive. We have
to send back East for them. They cost about $50 a roll."
Requests for holiday songs or non -holiday tunes can be made
to the Music department ol lice.
We may not have snow and reindeer in San lose, but we sure do
have "tingle Bells."

’Dodge the moving bicycle’
Are you one of the lucky
ones who have already been
int. Jo:loved to the new,
exciting game that is sweeping
the campus?
It’s called "Dodge the
Moving Bicycle." and can be

Sexist terms reflect
female type in society
By Rose Calhoun
"All men are equal, but men
are
more equal than women.-George Orwell
An adult female person is
of
definition
Webster’s
woman.
One possessing in high
degree the qualities conot
distinctive
sidered
manhood and a human being,
dictionary
is the way the
defines man.
Our language, like the
culture it reflects, la sexist.
According to a recent article
in Cosmopolitan. "except for
words that refer to females by
delinition, ’mother, actress,
poetess). and words for occupations traditionally held
by females Inurse, secretary.
prostitute’. and English
language delines everyone as
male."
Filty-two per cent ot the
world’s population is tamale
yet, unless otherwise iden’people’ are assumed to
be men.
Sexist language is any
language which expresses
and
stereotyped attitudes
expectations or assumes the
inherent superiority of one sex
over the other, the article
staled.
Obviously the process of
learning begins at home. The
lemale is taught to be gentle
and ’lady-like’. The male is
allowed more freedom in his
development, in most cases.
The female acquires those
traits which are thought of as
"leminine" and in the process
is told that "little-ladies" don’t
yell, climb trees, or shoot
marbles. Or, it she does these
things. she is a "Tom -boy."
Funk and Wagnalls defines
tom -boy as a girl who likes
boyish activities and dress.
Who decided tree-climbing is a
boyish activity?
’rhe male child, on the other
hand. acquires "masculine"
traits, which often means he
has learned tithe independent.
strong and courageous.
A male who shows signs of
tenderness is quickly labeled a
"sissy." A sissy being an
effeminate male, a coward et a
weakling. These are all
images. all
female-related
.negative stereotypes.
These images are reinforced
by the educational system. the
press and the labor market.
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doctor. To say lady doctor is to
be very condecending." the
article continued.
For men, there is no such
dichotomy. Garbage man or
salesman is the only possibility, never garbage gentleman, Ms. Lakoll contends.
lean Faust, in an article
called "Words that Oppress."
states "Woman is made to ledl
guilty for and akin to natural
disasters."
Hurricanes and typhoons
are named alter women. Most
negative or threatening forces
are given feminine names.
Also, most Irivilous things are
labeled with feminine titles.
Phrases which state "that’s
just like a woman," "not bad
for a woman," "you’re pretty
smart for a woman," are examples of woman’s secondary
status through language.
’rhe Cosmopolitan article
concluded, "If our
species
survives into the next century.
it may be because we have
become part of what science
writer Harlow Shapely calls
the psychozic kingdom, where
brain overshadows brawn and
rationality has replaced
superstition."
"I urn strong
I am invincible
I omit woman- Helen Reddy

played on almost any
sidewalk on campus.
To be eligible all you need
are moves like lamed matador.
El Cordobes, and a paid -up
Blue Cross policy.
Seriously, the bicycle riding
problem can be witnessed
almost anywhere on campus.
Riders. oblivious to the
signs that are posted around
campus, continue to ride on,
around and through pedestrian trallic.
The olficial campus pin ,
as set down in the Parking.
Safety
Trallic,
and
Regulations, is as follows:
"Bicycle riding ’includes any:
wit t,
movement
bicycle
operator’s lull weight) is not
permitted on campus."
According to Earnest Quinton. chief of campus security.
"No one has been hurt, as far
as I know, but it is.definitely
becoming a problem."
Ettorts have been made to
stop some riders at the
Seventh Street campus entrance, hut they were met with
"Some
mixed reactions.
others
anti
slopped,
acknowledge with a Hash id
’Toddle
, Quinton

council members as individuals to evaluate their
peril ormances
own
this
semester and it they feel they
haven’t been doing an adequate lob. to resign.
Council. in the meantime.
wants vacant council seats to
be filled tonight. It passed a
resolution to that effect last
week’. In addition. it will
listen to the third reading of
Act 50, which concerns the
program board.
Act 51, the coffeehouse act,
will go into its second reading,
the last reading during which
changes can be made.

BENSTE1NS
HEAVEN SENT
,e’ThEau de perfume
)Body creme &
(Spray mist sets
Ar-tfVrt)rn 82.50 - 88.50

10th St. Pharmacy
10th 8. Santa Clara 294-9131
"

(Only $100 minimum balance
required at Barclays)

Si.,,’

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE OFFICE
31 N. MARKET ST. PH. 293-5210

Although campus police arc
empowered to slop and cite
violators, who can ho
prosecuted by the San lost:
Municipal Court, there are nii
plans to do so at this time.
Quinton said that to educate
the rider is probably the
answer but that how can you
educate someone who won’t
read a sign.

MOYER
MUSIC
HOUSES
Learn musical
instrument repairing.
Applicant must be able
to play woodwinds
well.
SEE MR. POWERS
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

KICK BACK THIS WEEKEND
AND READ A GOOD BOOK!
Week of December 4, 1972
BESTSELLERSPAPERBACK

BEYOND FREEDOM AND DIGNITY. by Skinner
THE EXORCIST, by Blatty
NOTES TO MYSELF, by Prather
THE OTHER, by Tyron
MESSAGE FROM MALAGA. by MacInnes
THE HAPPY HOOKER, by Hollander
JENNIE, Volume II, by Martin

Pipe Headquarters
Featuring Name Brand Pipes
BARLING
KING ERIC
COSTELLO

called for applications to be
turned into the A.S. Bice no
later than Friday.
’two upper division and lour
representative
graduate
positions are open, according
to King.
King also said there will be
an A.S. Campus Community
Planning meeting Saturday at
10:30 a.m. in the C.U. Pacifica
Room,
Concerning A.S. council.
King expressed hopes that it
will finalise his live appointments to Academic
Council at its meeting tonight.
He said that he will also ask

Write all the You get more for your money at...
BARCLAYS
Checks you
want for FREE!
BANK

Crest itpt

G.B.D.
COMOY
PETERSON

CHAR AT AN
PROCTUS
KRISWILL

Bantam
Bantam
Real People
Fawcett
Fawcett
Dell
Signet

$1.95
1.75
2.00
1.25
1.25
1 50
1.75

3,000 Pipes $150. to $4.95
BESTSELLERSHARDBACK
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL, by Bach
Macmillan
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL (Gift Edition)
Macmillan
JOURNEY TO ISTLAN, by Castaneda
Schuster
&
Simon

Cigarette Tobacco
3

4.95
7.50
6.95
A new addition to our bestseller listand one that could remain there for many weeks to
comeis JOURNEY TO ISTLAN. The Lessons of Don Juan, by Carlos Castaneda.
The book is the final volume in the trilogy recounting Castaneda’s experiences with the Yaqui
brulo or sorceror, Don Juan. The first two books. THE TEACHINGS OF DON JUAN and A
SEPARATE REALITY, recorded primarily Castaneda’s adventures with hallucinogens experienced in his apprenticeshop of becoming a "man of knowledge." The new book describes
revelations which transcend even those experiences and enter into the realm of sorcery and the
mastery of further powers to see. use, and control
According to Publisher’s Weekly, the first printing of 35.000 copies sold out after four days of
sale, and the publishers ordered another 22.500 printed. Paperback publication? No, probably
not for a long, long time...

ShagMcDonalds

castlesPerle

*COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR
FREE 24 PAGE PIPE CATALOGUE
45 N 1st Street

Hours M -S 8.30- 6 PM

2ND ANNIVERSARY

WATER
BED

SAVE ‘T):)’ 500’

And

now:

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND:
AN AUTOGRAPH PARTY
J

ompiFTE
WATER BED

A.S. Pres. Dennis King announced yesterday at his
weekly news conference that
the position of A.S. communications coordinator is
open.
Applications
for the
position must be in by Friday.
according to King, who said
that
applicants must
be
students carrying at least six
units with a 2.0 CPA. The
student hired will receive
$2.50 per hour. he added.
King also discussed the
operations of the joint Effort
cot teahouse.
He termed it "an ambiguous
situation," adding that "It’s a
situation that won’t be
resolved until the act (the
collee house Act 51, currently
in its second reading before
A.S. council) is passed."
The colfeehouse has been
closed for several weeks while
A.S. council and King have
attempted to resolve problems
concerning organization and
the lines ol authority of the
coffeehouse.
Several weeks ago, council
authority to the A.S.
gave
executive branch to operate
the colteehouse, pending approval of the coffeehouse act.
Yesterday. King said the
coffeehouse is open and
operating and will remain
open and operating even if
council tails to pass an act
regulating it.
In addition, King announced
that six vacancies on A.S.
council will soon be filled, and
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WATER BED

WATER BED

FOR CROWNIF B11 1.IK. author (with Kathy Kaufman) of THE BRUNCH
( OOKBOOK (Hawthorn, $6.95)
a WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER ft from 10 to 12 a.m. at THE SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
" SAMPLE BRUNCH GOODIES PREPARED BY MRS. BILLIK!
Sec you Wednesday...
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Campus Review
ly Kea Mohr
According to Richard Lowenthal. a Butted. N.Y. author.
college newspapers have assisted in creating the generation gap.
This. he claims, as due to "voluntary self -censorship" in
regards to "moral" issues in conventional media and a lack of the
same on college campuses.
Su. if you’re having trouble with your parents. stop reading the
Spartan Dailey and start subscribing to the Mercury.

Meanwhile, at Occidental College (Los Angeles). "I would say
that as tar as activities on campus have gone, the major trend at
Oxy has been from Donkey Basketball to demonstrations and
back to Donkey Basketball." comments Paul Longmore, a long
time activist.
Specifying 1969 when resistance to military recruiters was
high, he says. "Finally in May you couldn’t avoid the question.
there wasn’t a place you could go on campus to avoid it."
Then as now, he notices, there are two types of Oxy students.
"’there Is a lot of social concern, people tutoring, etc. Aside from
that there’s another strain of sell -indulgence."
At Western Washington State College, the Western Front tits
newspaper’ notices a lack of activity in the area of draft resistance in NU. Except on an individual level, claims a reporter,
the trend is dying lcut on most campuses.
One thing as for sure: It isn’t the issue it once was. The reporter
admits, however, that there are no reliable sources to back up his
hypothesis.
Where do ducks go during the winter when the lake freezes
over!’ ’the 47 -duck population of Northern Illinois University’s
lagoon was transported to a shed in the campus stadium by the
grounds crew.
Their wings were clipped so they can’t fly away. They will be
returned to the lagoon when spring begins to show its face.
Sometimes ifs hard to be a woman...
The Sagebrush I University of Nevada. Reno) interviewed men
on that campus to discover it they would like to be women. Here
are some excerpts.
A business manager: "There are some men who would possibly
be happier as housekeepers, but I’ll have to agree that societ y encourages men to suppress the ’nesting’ instinct and encourages
women to expand on those feelings."
A campus security policeman: "I wouldn’t want to bear
children, go through the pain of delivery. I wouldn’t want to be
harassed once a month."
Student Body president: "Things I think would be good about
being awoman Irom d male’s point of view, might not look so
good if I were a woman."
Editor of the Sagebrush: "Personally, I wouldn’t mind rotating
sexes from week to week. It would be an effective way of
eliminating descrimination."
Physical Education professor: "The good Lord makes us what
we are. and I think he definitely had something in mind when he
made dillerences between the sexes."
What’s it like to be a woman? At Skyline College (San Bruno),
the English and Foreign Language Division Chairwoman
comments id the women’s movement there, "The greatest
concern We have is trying to establish an environment where
women will be given support and encouragement to exceed to
the very best (il their abilities."
Al a meeting, she says. Some women "felt that in their attempts
in high school to enter certain programs, they were thoroughly
discouraged by their counselors."
At Cal State Fullerton, the female jock is dead according to the
Daily Titan. "I don’t think that there is an image of the woman
athelete any more ....o many people in this area participate in
sports and all kinds of activities that you can’t narrow it down to
one particular type," says the volleyball coach.
A woman physical educat um instructor at Los Angeles Harbor
College has a chtlerent opinion: "Women athletes are getting
better and prettier too. A graceful Kathy Rigby has replaced the
stereotyped, broad shouldered, masculine, clumping around
female athlete of previous games."
Where did all the Amazons go?
In case you didn’t know, there will soon be a law in California
prohibiting selling term papers. Assembly Bill 230 will take
effect 61 days alter t he legislative session closes that is to say,
probably in March.
Juanita Lebus (of Spartaguidej, watch out for Roy Wulffen, Al
Solid. and Torn Fitzpatrick! They won the first prize at the
Northern Illinois University Trivia Bowl.
win 530. the team had to beat 30 other teams. And that was
only the semi! mills!
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Fred Davis.. graduate student of journalism, is the first man to
be accepted into the I Iniversity of Oklahoma chapter of Women
an journalism ilormerly Theta Sigma Phil.

’In male -dominated field’

I

Hulk Lurks

Woman takes command

Mr omen 1011k d giant step
forward as fan Chauncy. a
gentle -looking woman. assumed command of a
predominantly
men’s
organization.
Mrs. Jan Chauncy, 34, is the
first woman president of Epsilon PI Tau. the Industrial
Arts
and
Vocational
Education
honorary
Mrs.
fraternity.
In fact.
Chauncy holds the distinctive
title of the only woman
president in the entire western
region of EPT.
According to Mrs. Chauncy.
EPT is traditionally a men’s
club.
"I’m the only active woman
member. We have a total
membership of 300 but have a
paid membership of only 70,"
she said.
Mrs. Chauncy is not an advocate ol Women’s Lillerat ion.
"I believe in some of the ideas
of the women’s movement. but
I have no interest in breaking
into the men’s restroom. I like
being a woman and I like being
different Irum a man," she
said.
"I don’t think Women’s Lib
had anything to do with my
being elected president. The

An era will come loan end at
p.m. (PST’ at Cape
Kennedy tonite when the final
Apollo 17 moon launch takes
place.
For the first U.S. manned
night launch huge spotlights
will illuminate the takeoff site
where a record 42,000 VIP
guests will be watching.

0/53

EuroMeO
may oiler RI Via
overseas Immo
For the session starting Fall 1973

European Medical Students
Placement Service. Inc will assist
Qualified American students In
gaining admission to recognized
overseas medical schools

the

Astronauts Eugene A.
Gernan and Harrison H.
Schmidt, perhaps the last two
men who will ever walk on the

To

Jon Chouncy

’the prospective member is
screened by the existing
membershipand then voted in:
"KpT is an honorary lifetime
fraternity and we don’t want
people in who join solely for
the honor of beings member,"
explained Mrs. Chauncy.
"The primary function of the
fraternity is to recognize
people in LS. just being asked
to join is an honor.
"On the local level it’s a
professional
and
social
exchange of ideas,- she said.
The mention of industrial
studies usually conjures up
the image of "the dumbguys in
the shop classes," and rarely
does the feminine gender come
to mind.
"Intellectuals don’t think of
P.S. on their level. It’s supposed to be only.for the slower
students, not for the collegebound," said Mrs. Chauncy.
EpT has obtained recruiting
films for high school and
junior high school students to
dispel this myth.
"We also gel a lot of pressure
from parents saying, ’My child
is going to college and doesn’t
need I.S.’," claimed Mrs.
Chauncy.
Industrial Studies includes
mechanical drawing, wood,

auto, metal and plastic shops,
industrial processes and
crafts.
"We call them labs now to
present a more professional
image, but they’re still shops,"
said Mrs. Chauncy.
Industrial Studies at San
lose State University has only
five women in a department of
900.
"It’s too bad there aren’t
more women in I.S. It’s not
hard, it’s fun, but there’s
always the image that goes
along with shop classes," she
said.
"The image of "men only" in
shops sets in during grade
school, but the reasons for
such an image no longer holds
true.
"Many women do not marry
immediately
after school.
They own cars so why
shouldn’t they be equipped to
take care of them?
"The same is true for the
men. Bachelor life could be
much less hectic if men would
take some home economics
courses and learn to cook,"
Mrs. Chauncy said.
I.S. is now conducting a
student -conceived and implemented program. teaching
IS. related courses.

The classes are Volkswagen
repair, Christmas card
making, and silk screening.
(The latter is taught by Mrs.
Chauncy.) These classes are
set up on a short term, no
credit, and no lee basis.
Mrs. Chauncy has never felt
overpowered by the majority
of men in the department.
"My husband doesn’t mind
either, even though I’m involved in an almost totally
male environment. He thinks
it’s great and it helps that he’s
in I.S. too. He’s presently in the
masters program and working
at Lockheed," she said.
"The primary reason I
started IS. classes in high
school was because I saw all
the projects my brothers
brought 11.111e.

Steps to acquaint dormitory
students with jobCorps center
students were taken Monday
as three A.S. councilmen
helped establish a committee
to investigate possible social
activities which could be enjoyed by the two groups.
Five council members,
meeting with the student
governors at the job Corps
Center, 189 S. 11th St., set up
an ad hoc committee which
will look into entertainment
and recreation ideas and
report its findings Ian. 3.
Councilmen Tony Gonzales,
Spyder Sanchez. and Bob
Weber volunteered for the
steering committee, which
also includes
job Corps
students
Martin Guerreo,

Esperanza Vega, and Rollie
Braizer.
Possible activities, according to committee
include
members, could
dances, co-rec nights, and
plays.
Reaction to the formation
and goal of the committee was
positive from both sides.
"I have good leelings from
it." councilman Weber said. "It
was the first time Id been
here."
"Being a dorm resident. I’m
going to try to coordinate efforts in the dorms," Weber
continued. "They (job Corps
students) are just as much a
part of the community as we
are."
James R. White. a Sliperk

at the job Corps Center,
remarked, "We’re off to a good
start
getting
things
coordinated and promoted
between students at San Jose
State and the lob Corps.
"I think we’ve done more
than just touch base at this
point," he said. "I’m very optimistic and in great hopes
that bigger and better things
will come out of this."
Miss Vega, lieutenant
governor on the job Corps
student government, added, "I
think it’s a really good start for
us. I think we’ll progress as we
go along."
Miss Vega, like each of the
other students at the center. is
completing
her
general
ellUCilti On

tilDIDMil

Ed-

"’rhey talked about )srhat
they did in their classes and I
lust thought it sounded like
Ion." said Mrs. Chauncy.
"It was fun and still is, 16
years later,’
Study at
The Prole:U(1,m/
Art School

Academy of
Art College
Free Catalog
OPP.Oma Course* in
Ad.rl.sing Cles,pn r,No.
rommalYing
Pnot,My Pvinrmait,/ S,uiplure
piacipeneni Vererw, apeNwad
fortanc4a/ ass...once

STUDENT DISCOUNT
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66 Ss HIST St Dernreset San lose

Activities group established

10111 WWI AV( WcllIw Lien
5550 REDWOOD Ave . San Joao
415 UNIV(RSITY itt Pals Alta

quirements.
Council, al its meeting last
week, was urged by councilman Gonzales to meet with
the job Corps studentsin order
to "promote good P.R. (public
relations)."
Gonzales, at
the same
meeting, announced a "Community Forum" night which
will take place tomorrow at 7
p.m. in the main lounge of Joe
West Hall.
The forum will be loosely
structured along the lines of a
townhouse meeting. Gonzales
said, with no set agenda
planned for the evening.
Asked if he believed dorm
residents would be receptive
to the Forum idea and the job
Corps activities committee.
Weber replied. "We’ll find that
nut Thursday."

FLY

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST

CAMERA SHOP

WHO?

See Us

Spartan Travel Mart
in the College Union
287 2070

Woo

Cheech and Chong
will cavort tonight
(Meech and Chong. will
perform tonight at It in the
Women’s Gym.
Also scheduled to appeal
are Tullio() and Giamarese.
who are touring with tin
Chinese and Chicano
comedians.
Tickets are $2 for students
and $3 general, and may be
purchased in the A.S. Business
Office.
If the 8 p.m. show is sold out,

Last moon flight
ends Apollo era

MED
SCHOOL
ADMISSION
PROBLEMS?

reason I got elected is because
I indicated I wanted the office." Mrs. Chauncy said.
EPT has a general election
be eligible to
for officers.
run, a member must be in EPT
for at least one year.
Membership is by invitation
on the basis ol scholarship. An
Industrial studies students
must have a 3.0 grade point
average in the department and
a 2.5 overall.

moon, have been practicing
simulated
landings
and
takeoffs in a lunar lender
simulator.
The astronauts will spend a
record 75 hours on the moon,
then lift off and fly to a
rendezvous with Ronald E.
Evans in the command ship
America.
One of the guests at the
launching will be Charlie
Smith, an 130 year old ex slave who came to America on
a slave ship at the age of 12.

another performance will be
held later at It. No smoking is

allowed in the gym Wear "it
soled shoes and bring pillows.

Manager slugged
A conlrontation between a
non -apologetic College Union
night manager and one
physically persuasive male
suspect has resulted in a case
of assault and battery for the
San lose State University
campus police.
C.U. night manager Terry
Gusto cant rented a group of
drinking beer ’emotes in the
billiards area of the games
room Monday night at approximately 10:55.
According to the campus
police report. Gusto "just
asked the group of girls who
were drinking beer" to leave
the games room.
A male companion, who had
been playing billiards, came
over and told Gusto to

apologize to the girls.
Gusto replied that the girls
were mouthing off to him and
added "II the girls are old
enough to mouth olf then they
are old enough to he mouthed
off to."

HEAR THIS!!
8-TK & Cassette Auto Stereo Tape Players
Stereo Speakers (Chrome or Black Covered)
3-6-8-10 oz. magnets Tape Cases for Cassettes & 8-1K Tapes
Universal Fm Converter for Your AM Auto Radio
Full Service Station for Motorola. Panasonic, Hitachi. Fujitsu, as ’cell cl all other makes.

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE
WEST VALLEY RADIO INC. 2906

Scott Blvd.

On Scott Blvd & Central Expressway-just across from Memorex
pre-recurderl tape spec ial-14.3.50

211-1500

While the girls started to
leave. Gusto, while still
talking to the girls’ companion, was struck four or five
blows on the head from
behind, the campus police
reported. The blows caused
Gusto to tall.

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
ee ur A in t e
Journal of Accountancy
Becker CPA Review Course
SAN FRANCO,/ 1,
SAN JOSE

41t 1814395
408 ’511446
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No matter what you drive - !torn a conservative Volkswagen to a
radical hot rod - we can save you money on your car insurance.
College Student Insurance Service has been working with the
Auto Insurance Industry for 5 years to prove that college
students deserve lower rates on their car insurance. Also you can
continue your coverer after you’re out of school.
We feel that you shouldn’t have to pity more to insure your car
than you did to buy it. (Ask about our motocyck insurance too)

Inc

404 S. 3rd St
Above 11w I

aunderette I

CSIS
1.rtsurartee service

plus St 00 postage a handiing
Guilt res add 5% sales tar
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LADY WRANGLER’
and Cone blue denims
go together likes deep
breath and fresh air.
These low-rise flares
come in sizes 3 to 15
with a 31 or 33 inch
Inseam. About $7.00 at
your local campus shop.

Cones:

denim

watches at $16.95 each
Please send
handling.
&
plus Si 1 00 post.
Name:
Address:
State:
_ Zip:
City:
Send ck., money order or mastercharge #

GLEASON & BOYD ENTRPRISES
Box 4402 Anaheim, Calif 92803
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Cone makes fabrics people live in.
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Popularity probed

KSJS anonymous
By Llizabeth Venegas
San lose State University
has had an FM radio station,
KS1S. for almost ten years.
College students are usually
(amber with all the local FM
stations, but 1(515 has not
become a dial -habit for many
listeners.
The FM station is operated
on 85 watts of power and its
transmitter is on lop of the
library. KS1S broadcasts five
days a week, from 5 p.m. to
midnight.
Because of the location of
the transmitter the signals
from the 90.7 station cover
only
a two or three mile
radius. At a distance greater
than two miles, the amount of
static received depends on the
weather, what building might
be in the way or the strength of
the radio receiver.
The KS1S studio is in the
Speech and Drama building.
For the past ten years the
station has broadcast music,
news and sports.
But KS1S is a unique radio
station. It is the only public.
non-commercial radio station
in San lose.
Although the station is
authorized under its Federal
Communications Commission
license to increase its power to
3000 watts, the station may
only have the chance to increase to 1000 watts. Mountain View High School has applied for an FCC license for a
station with a frequency of
90.5 on the dial.
Since KSJS has a frequency
of 90.7 and the high school
station will operate at 90.5 if
the license is granted, this
means that KSJS will never be
able to increase its power to
3000 watts.
Alternatives
According to Brian Prows,
station manager, there are
basically two alternatives.
Either KSJS can continue
operating at its present power
with no paid staff or it can increase its power and add a
paid staff which would make
sure the station becomes an
effective medium.
If KS1S can increase its
power to 250 watts. operate 14
hours a day. seven days a
week, and retain three fulltime paid staff members, the
station becomes available for
federal funds.
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB) and the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
has stated that any public,
non-commercial radio station
must meet those requirements
before they will grant funds to
the station.
The CPB and HEW have
I unds available for staff,
programs and equipment. The
problem is how to get the
money to finance the improvements for KS1S.
Prows said that when KS1S
was formed, the Associated
Students promised to give the
station $5,000 a year. It has
never been granted anywhere
near that amount and only this
year has the station been given
$4000 for the fiscal year 197273.
"Academic council was supposed to submit a yearly
report on the needs and
problems of KS1S to the
university president and the
body president.
student
Academic council has been
negligent in submitting this
report and the station was

always a forgotten problem,"
declared Prows.
Prows said he has been assured by Pres. lohn H. Bunzel
that something will be done.
Prows said that if nothing
significant happens for the improvement of the station, then
in lone of next year he will file
a charge to deny the renewal of
the license for KSIS.
In this way, academic council will have to answer for the
way it has handled KSIS in the
past years. "The problems of
1(515 have been hidden in
memos and forgotten," said
Prows.
"We are trying to prove to
university officials that KS1S
is worth every single dime
spent on it," said Prows.
"Before we get more money,
we have to show that radio is
viable and a unique medium
where you can discuss issues
and not just play music," he
added.
An entire format of just
music was unheard of when
radio first started. Radio
meant entertainment in those
days, but not just music. Radio
was programs: soap operas,
lack Benny, The Lone Ranger.
Amos and Andy, Marshall
Matt Dillon, Superman. Dick
Tracy, The Whistler and The
Shadow.
"Students have lost that
tradition," Prows commented,
"Radio can be used in other
ways. They may find
programs on KS1S they may
want to hear which aren’t
available on other stations. We
still have specified times for
music and we’re going to add a
program devoted to just the
blues music."
New format
According to Prows. KW
will try this semester to gear
its format more toward
serving the campus with
programs not available on any
other radio station.
A program called "Woman
to Woman," co-produced with
the San lose Women’s Center,
features interviews of what
women on campus are doing
and what events are
scheduled, according to Mike
Jones, program director. The
live-minute program is at 5:25
p.m. Monday through Friday.
For the music lovers who
can never decide which is
better music, jazz or claisical,
there are "Classimuse" and
the "Dick Rossi lazz Special."
"Classimuse" is a half hour
program. Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 7 p.m.. which
contains classical music and
reviews. The jazz program on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. is
another half hour program ot
jazz and reviews of what the
musicians have done before
and now, explained Jones.
A new program which
started three weeks ago is an
entertainment calendar called

concert from the Music Hall."
The campus station must
also bee source of information
of the latest news for the
students. In conjunction with
KS1S. the Radio and
Television
News center
produces the five, five-minute
news programs each day.
According to Rick Billings,
radio editor, each of the eight
reporters is assigned to a beat
on campus. The reporters are
responsible for going out,
talking to their contacts and
finding out if there is anything
newsworthy happening or
about to happen. The reporters
go out at 2 p.m.. are back by
3:15 and write their stories
and cut their taped interviews
for that night’s news
programs.

-Reflections." The program is
organized by Scott Heffner,
Brian Grayson and Bob
Chounard.
"’Reflections’ is attempting
to be a mirror of Bay Area
entertainment," said Heffner.
"The contents ol the show will
include a calendar of who’s
playing where and when.
interviews, reviews and possible live coverage of gigs.
"We want this to be a loose
show using more music,
interviews and informal talk
than a news show," said
Heffner.
"An interview with B.B.
King was taped for last
week’s program,- said
Grayson.
"On Dec. 15." said Prows.
"KS’S will broadcast a live

Hicnara Marti,

Tim Orlando, KSJS disc jockey, sits at the mike

9i91/1.9:*
SAN JOSE STATE

GRAND OPENING
(4th and San Fernando)

CAMPUS SPECIAL!
BUY ONE 59c HEFTY
AND GET ONE

FREE

(HP forms
for Chicanos
Chicanos interested in applying for a California
Highway Patrol test on Feb. 2.
1973, should leave their names
with Gabe Reyes at the E.O.P.
office bldg. V located on South
10th St. between San Carlos
and San Fernando streets.

The incomparable Hefty.
A full quarter pound of 1000,0
beef. Two separate, sizzling

otopoortia.giuLidle
TODAY
TONIGHT...CHRECH AND CHONG, 8
and 11 p.m. in PLR 101. Admission S2 lor
student. end 113 lor general public.
&A.M. 8:30 p.m. at Blum’, in Town and
Country Village.
PI LAMBDA THETA. 3 p.m. in ED 100.
"How to gel a lobs’ day. Discussion with
school chstrict reprewnlalayes.
BOOK TALK, 1230 p.m. in Spartan
Caleleus Or Nils Peterson will review
lobe Berryman’s "Dream Songs."

KSJS 1 :
90.7
5-7 p.m
Pete Lasich plays rock
5:25-5:30 p.m.:
Woman to Woman
5:30-5:35 p.m.:
Spartan Spectrum
7-7:30 p.m.:
Dick Rossi laze Special
7:30-7:35 p.m.:
Spectrum News
7:35-7:50 p.m.:
Tim Orlando’s LP review
7:50-8 p.m.:
Water Polo Report
8-9 p.m.:
Public Forum
9 p.m. -12 a.m.:
Music with Fred Stoecke
9:30-9:35 p.m.:
Spectrum News
10-10:10 p.m.:
The Fourth Tower Of
Inverness
11:30-11:35 p.m.:
Spectrum News

N did., -0
WEDNESDAY CINLIYI
330 and 730 p it.
:1 Morrm WO%
alithtorium. Matisse, IS cents and 50
cents
CIRCLE K. 8.30 p.m in the C.O. Cos
tan. Room.
TOMORROW
FACULTY DANCE RECITAL, 8 p.m on
Ike Dance Studio. Admiseion $1.25
SIGMA DELTA CHI, 7:30 p.m. In Wesi
Hall Special meeting to discuss the
tutu.. at SDK.
FILIPINO-AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION. 730 p.m in Barracks Note
CASA HISPANICA. 0 p.m in the Cl
Diablo Room. General meeting to Ow,
Christmas ports.
MISC.
WARM CLOTHING DRIVE. hr Hunt,
Samardans tire collecting warm clothins
tor the Indian camps in northern
Calit Ionia lor Christmas. Clothing con
be left al the Ombudsman’s office In
Barracks Sin
CABLE
CAR
MASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT. Get special reduced
rates tor this tournament, Dec. Sand It at
the Oakland Colosseum, Contact Mari,
gamete, at the Theta Cht fraternity. 12e
S. 11th St.
ONE TRIVIA TUFTLF.... What was the
name of Sky King’s plane?

beef patties, topped with a
slab of melting cheese. crisp
garden lettuce and the
irresistible Hefty dressing!

9(9014> A whole lot more than a hamburger store.
F. MI
Pesug4
with cheese
Hefty (2 beef patties, cheese,
lettuce and dressing)
. .
French Fries
Shakes

may fall today

’Ham and

Fish Sandwich
Hem Sandwich .

From the 5151.1 Meteorology
Dept.Cloudy and cold today
with occasional rain. Rain mixed snow by afternoon in
the mountains. Snow level
lowering to 500-1,000 feet by
tonight. The high today will be
45. The low will he 36. Gusty
southerly winds to 30 miles
per hour.

.

.

Cheese Sandwich

Roast Beef Sandwich

.

French Dip
Green Salad (add your own
choice of dressing)
-..Sundses

590
210

150 -

Beverages

Occasional rain

SJSU SPECIAL OFFER

230
290

Regular Burger

.
.

*411P 1
300
450
590
790
790
890
250
250

The big

ipound Hefty

SJSU LOCATION
4th & SAN FERNANDO

AM

BUYONE
59 HEFTY
AND GET
ONE FREE!
(With this coupon)

1 his coupon eon be todeeitted i,it ;inn tii Os burger at any Herly’s
Hamburger House wnen one Hefty Is purchased at the regular ono,
to nudrught. Sunday, January 91 1973
01 590 Tins offer is good
No cash refund, Cash sur,ender, value at this coupon Is 1120g
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’Man of La Macho’

Film version fails
By Rick Malaspina
"Man of La Mancha" is like
one of those good news-bad
news lakes.
The good news is the hit
Broadway
musical -turned motion picture tells a super
story. The bad news is it’s not
a great motion picture.
The movie, which opens
next week in San lose at Century 22, has no cast iil
thousands, no elaborate sets
no spectacular scenery shots
Ibis, in fact, the film of a play
Dale Wasserman, who wrote
the original play, also wrote
the screenplay. He makes the
movie intriguing and the story
provocative by using a play
within a play technique.
In realitysomething the
leading character, Don Miguel
de Cervantes doesn’t believe
inthe action takes place in a
dungeon during the Spanish
Inquisition. But in another
sense everything happens in
Cervantes’ head.
Cervantes wrote the classic
Spanish novel "Don Quixote."
Maestro George Cleve rehearses with SJSU Choral Ensemble
on which Wasserman’s play is
based.
In the movie. Cervantes.
portrayed by Peter O’Toole, is
depicted as a roaming actor
who spoofs the church, the
government and society.
The movie opens with
Cervantes being carted away
and thrown in prison after
publicly satirizing the church.
In the dark, dirty prison, the
inmates, murderers, theives
heretics, put Cervantes on
and
join logelliei to perform three
by
1 rinil at is Spei.ul sin
the SjSU orchestra dna 1.0111the San lose state
Renaissance motets "Alleluia. trial, a ritual every prisoner
Michael Praetorius, "I
bined choirs in Francis
University Music Department
Sing a New Song" by lacobus must go through.
Parthenos Simeron" a Greek
Poulenc’s "Gloria." Michele
will present a Christmas fesAs his defense, Cervantes
Gallus, "Angelus Ad Pastores"
liturgical hymn arranged by
Marietta, senior, will be
tival of music Sunday. Dec. 10.
by Samuel Scheidt and invents a tragi-comic play. To
Tikey Zes and "My Dancing
featured as soprano soloist.
at 3 p.m. and Tuesday. Dec. 12,
"Plaudite Omnis Terra" by explain himself, to entertain
Day" arranged by Shaw The program will also inat 8 p.m. in the Morris Dailey
his fellow prisoners and to
Giovanni Gabrieli.
Parker.
clude music performed by the
Auditorium. Tickets are SI lor
’rickets may be purchased at show them dignity and hope,
The glee club will present
SISII chorus, glee club and
students and $2 for general adbecomes Don
the Music Department box of- Cervantes
"Marienlieder" by Brahams,
concert choir, directed by
mission.
fice Dec. 4-12 and at the door. Quixote, a bumbling knight,
and the concert choir will
faculty members Tikey ’Les.
The program will be
Proceeds from the concert man of La Mancha.
periorm
"Shepherd’s
Donald M. Haneke and Dr.
highlighted by George Cleve.
O’Toole, who transforms
will be used for Music
Christmas Songs" by Bartok.
Charlene Archibeque.
conductor of the San use
from a young. noble Cervantes
Department scholarships.
All three choral groups will
The chorus will sing "En
Symphony. Cleve will direct
into an old, senile Don
Quixote, plays the part well.
Even though it’s difficult to
imagine a Spaniard with
crystal -blue eyes and an
English accent, O’Toole’s
portrayal is emotional, even
inspiring.
Sophia Loren, chocolatebrown eyes, classic face,
and
neckline
scooped
everything that goes with it.
plays Aldonza.
By Mark Simon
phrase.
In the dungeon she is a
the
with
into solitary corners.
conversation
John
late
’"I’he
song
hopeless used woman. In
The
john Prine can’t sing.
judging
from
his
Religion,
Saviour.
Garfield Blues" is a good Cervantes’ dreamy play she
He couldn’t sing on his first
lyrics, is an important part ol
Upon meeting the Lord.
example of Prine’s ability to becomes Dulcinea, a kitchen
album and he can’t sing on his
Prine’s lite. His relerences to
Prine remarks. "Imam you look
new album. "Diamonds in the
say a lot within few words.
maid and prostitute, but Don
are simple and
God
tired." Ts which the Lord
"An old man sleeps with his Quixote’s ideal woman.
Rough" I Atlantic).
straightforward and range
replies "testis so do you."
young
a
night/
at
conscience
Her acting and tough
from triendly to reverent.
Prine’s lyrics can go light or
Prine’s voice is hoarse.
kid sleeps with his dreams- manner add to the movie. UnThe lead song on the album
heavy and can change
and
grating
coarse,
while the mentally ill/sit fortunately she sings too.
"Everybody," includes a short
character with turn of a
reminiscent ot two bricks
live 0"roole’s singing is nothing
still/And
perfectly
being rubbed together.
through life’s in-betweens,"
fantastic either, but it’s at
However, I recommend the
The Vietnam War is a sub- least acceptable because he
new album highly.
let(’ Prine deals with in the
Don’t buy it tor Prine’s
song "Take the Star Out of the
voice, buy it tor the words, the
Window."
message that Prine so easily
Again, he sums up large
to
paper.
puts
chunks ot feeling in a few
words.
His music isn’t worth much
"Hello Dad and Morn/Ship
bordering on
either,
ahoy/Your baby boy/Is home
monotonous, repetitious and
Irian Vietnam/Don’t you ask
ordinary.
me any questions/Bout the
But the man can write. The
BIG GIGS
medals on my chest/take the
words are well worth the pain.
’the J. Gels Band and Loggins & Messina will appear at
star out of the window/And let
He turns phrases, subtly.
Winterland in the City this Friday and Saturday. Tickets are $4
my conscience take a rest."
I he San Jose Symphony is
simply, like the true poet he is.
in davance or $4.50 at all Ticketron outlets. The Grateful Dead
Quotations from Prine’s
now offering the students of
His messages are honest
will he at Winterland on Sunday. Monday and Tuesday. Playing
excellent writings could conSan lose State University
work -a-day tales Ironing in a
with the Dead will be High Country on Monday. The Sons on
tinue as well as further
season tickets to all its
society that
Monday and The Rowan Brothers on Tuesday. Tickets are $4 at
exhortations about his superb
performances at reduced
all Ticketron out lets or $4.50 at the door. The Boarding House in
writing style.
rates.
San Francisco is presenting Brewer 81 Shipley through Sunday.
To state it simply, Prine is a
The student season tickets
Information on that show may be obtained by calling 441-4333
poet, an American poet who
are $6 for tour concerts and
SF). The Keystone Berkeley in Berkeley will have Jerry Garcia,
can write honestly and clearly
may be obtained at the Music
Merl Saunders and Tom Fogerty tonight and Thursday. Cold
about his trials and
Department during normal
Blood will appear there on Friday and Saturday. For ticket intribulations in this society.
business hours on Thursdays
are
comments
lormation call 841-9903 (Berkeley).
His
and Fridays beginning
straightforward; his message
tomorrow.
SAN JOSE
worth a listen.
Student rush tickets are
Ricardo’s will have the Paul Blake Trio
Friday and
and
up
I’m
so
mixed
"Christ
available 15 minutes before
Saturday. The Warehouse presents Daily Bred in Friday and
lonely/I can’t even make
the beginning of each
Saturday. Victory Light Opera Company will be at the Garlic
friends with my brain/I’m too
performance if it is not sold
Factory on Saturday. The Hatch Cover -Cellar will have After
young to be where I’m goingout. An S1SU student body
Glow on Friday and Saturday with the Plankhouse presenting
But I’m too old to go back
card and $1 will admit
Kathy Carter Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The Fog Horn will
again."
students to remaining seals
have Frank & Bill on Friday and The Mellow on Saturday.
NEAR SAN JOSE
The Bodega in Campbell presents California on Friday and
Saturday. The Chateau Liberte in Los Gatos has GeronimoBlack
on Friday and Bronse Hog on Saturday. Greg Harris will be
appearing Friday and Sunday at the Wine Cellar in LOS Gatos
At the Gap
Flip over the West’s
with Ralph lames playing on Saturday. The Garret Pruneyard in
greatest selection of
Campbell will have Karen Cory, Joe F
and Yankee Hill on
Levi’s. Levi sthat’s all
Friday with Karen Cory. Joe F
.11111 Maxwell on Saturday
we carry. From Levi’s for
and Steve & Barbara Kritzer on Smola,/
Gals’. To Levi’s Sta-Prear
slacks. You’ll go nuts.

Christmas music festival

Cleve to highlight show

Prine’s music monotonous,

but the words are worth it
...,DATEBOOK

South Bay
rock-folk -soul

Discount

tickets
available

Have
a
Levi’s
fit.

,

aaP

Ofrdr...MU

Eastrldge Mall
3rd Level
Christmas Hours
Mon -Sat 9:30-9:30
Sun 10-8

STUDENT CAR CENTER
LATE FOR CLASS?
WELL PARK IT FOR YOU.
I Illy A Dit, Ilti Our Nlonilils

li.ticl
-WE SPECIALIZE IN HELPING STUDENTS

Dependability
- For More Than 30 Yrs.
Licensed Mechanic On Duty 8-6
PM
We’ll Maintenance YourCar While
You Attend Class.

SILVA

I

ti

Come By And See Us
Soon To Talk Over
Your Car Problems.
We’re Here To Help
78 SO. 4TH,
SAN JOSE
SINCE 1936
295-8968

Neal to

Ne%

rgo r I !ill

Calendar
WED DEC 6
THU DEC 7
FRI
SAT

DEC 8
DEC 9

UN

DEC

10

TUE

DEC

12

for the movie.

plays a shaky old man.
While Cervantes stages his
with the prisoners.
play
flash -forward
Wasserman’s
technique costumes them and
sets the stage.
Still, however, all the action
takes place an a roadside
tavern. That, like the dungeon,
looks as if it were made
yesterday out of plaster lust

"I come into a world qt iron,"
Quixote tells Dulcinea. "and
make a world of gold."

Jazz to highlight
Thursday recital
jazz music will highlight the
faculty dance recital
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
dance studio in the San lose
State University Physical
Education
and Recreation
Building.
The modern dance concert
will also be presented at 8 p.m.
Friday and at 2 and 8 p.m.
Saturday.
Tickets are $1.25 and
available at the A.S. Business
Office or at the door. Seating is
limited.
The program has been
chorerographed
by
dance
faculty members and will
spotlight students and faculty
members in solos, duets, and
production numbers.
Nikolais’ "Future Shuck." a
30 -minute
number
choreographed by assistant
professor Mina Garman, will
be staged along with Saul
Goodman’s "Ballad of the
Dance," accompanied by timpanist Danny Montoro of the
Oakland Symphony.
Annette MacDonald has
choreographed a four-part
number, "jazz Suite." Music
included is Miles DavisRight
Off," Herbie Mann’s "Swing
Chariot,
Swing."
Charles
Byrd’s "Christ Redentor,"
and a live drum sequence. "A
La Africaine," played by
David Piper.
Lonne Morret on. guest
choreographer and SISI

IMMO. Radgrate

onre

-JOE’

NICKELODEON

ID IP II II 41 41 I) ID

E

Since 1938

41

II II 41 11 II II 4, 41 di

41 II P;1

STAR MOTORS
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
As low us $48.00 mo.
375 SO. Al ARK t.

I

\lease)

sT.

Present Student Body Card For Discount
OUTSTANDING VALUES To FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
Confucius & Chinese Humanism
($5.95)
.
Sole $1.98
Pr sssss ion by Kr .
One. nab. $2.75) . No’.. SI 00
Compatible Divorce a
i
Ie..", ens f1.5.95) .
$2 98
Aquor,in Gospel of Jesus the
Chriti

r

DEC. 12 I
g
"THE AMBUSH"

Art of Drawing h., Willy Pogor
tsar,. art Mahe (57.50) . $2.96
Radical Dr. Smallest biog. of
re,yelicr l$51
$1.00
Every Child’s Book of Nursery
Songs .../ as 2.. MUSIC . . $3.95
Grirtn Sing Gotta Dance a pic
of film musIcnIs
the "lost" 113
c
gier
$4.98
$2.50
The
massage Book easy tn
.leuse Pets by Morrow
$3.95
": 95) ... Sale $1.00

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’ Books, Religion, Music,
Art etc. Get these new books at Bargain Price NOW at San Jose
Bosh Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE.
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
Ask Mutat itchose.. ore we’con give you immediate inform,.
tier. es to price, imam title and availability. If we don’t Mum a
we can get it for you proniptly.

PLUS
n "RICKSHAW MAN"
Starring TrishIrn %fun,

11

CAMERA

g

ONE

it295-6308
366 S. 1st San Jose
. 4 11:=1111=f4P01

Ii]

In Bay Area (408) 275-8374

rit

Orr. ’53
9,cio P M.
Thursday

Sa-1:110
i
0K SHOP
119 E Son FrnortrIA

between led

rind 4th

Bost Seller
Reprints
in,, lea,
29$-5513
PA,

WHAT THE FOLK
IS GOING ON HERE?
TWO
CLUBS
IN
ONE

NASHVILLE WEST
ROOM

THE VINTAGE
KEG ROOM
WED & THUR NIGHT
JAMES LEE REEVES
FRIDAY NIGHT
SAT NIGHT
JOHN & DORSEY
JOE CANNON
49ers VS ATLANTA
Sunday Dec. 10 at 1 pm

CALIFORNIA

Breakfast will be served

CHILDHOODS END

Mohan.. Hepburn

tiane,tere 10840

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

? NOV. 29

u

"THE
TROJAN
WOMEN"

LSAT
GRE
ATGSB

e=rx=rumm =r Assicir

(English Subtitles)

-4

PREPARATION FOR FEBRUARY

’Dela Qui. Los I’ii
Ladren," j"Let the Dogs Bark").
an original comedy in two acts
and five scenes by Sergio
Vodanovic, will be presented
on television by the Spanish
Department in Ed. 100,
tonight at 8.
Ricardo Monteavaro will
direct the Dramatic Arts
Group. Admission is tree.

g

4141

EE

Spanish play
to broadcast

17 SAM VR
I 1:/r
MOVIES

A. 1St 10.45

graduate, has stayed three
numbers featuring music by
Burt Bacharach and Yuset
Lateel.
University accompanist
Paulette Davis will perlorio
her own composition, "Dance
Without Dancers."

CHILDHOODS END
BOONE’S FARM

CALIFORNIA

"The world is a dung heap
and we are maggots crawling
on it," snaps Dulcinea.
She changes that view at the
end of the movie, which is too
sad and encouraging to
explain.
Wasserman’s version of
"Man of La Mancha" deserves
the world-wide acclaim it
received since it’s 1965
Broadway debut. Thequestion
is. "Does it deserve the screen
treatment il got?"

Quixote’s quest is that even
though knighthood is dead,
men must strive for seemingly
unreachable goals, be true to
themselves and never lose
sight of their worth.

to early birds

STARRING GERRY CLARK
& THE NEW BREED
DANCING AND COCKTAILS
7 NIGHTS A WEEK
OAKLAND VS JETS
Monday Dec. 11 at 6 pm
Come early for the best seats
LIVE ON COLOR TV
- NO ADMISSION -

BRONZE HOG

30 SO. CENTRAL CAMPBELL
374-4000
NO COVER SUN -WED

NASHVILLE WEST
193 Commercial Sunnyvale
732-7730

W."

...c.awzgammini
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Gymnasts take gold

Out of my mind

in best performance
I lir

By lobe B. Matthews
Alter viewing my first National Collegiate Athletic Association water polo tournament last weekend, it was not just the
final result that was dismaying.
Of course, the primary complaint with the play-off was that
San lose Slate University’s superb poloists came out on the short
end of a 10-5 decision to UCLA, thus losing for the second
consecutive year, the NCAA title.
But consider some of the other incidents and lack of
organization that the participants were confronted with.
The majority of the NCAA water polo committee is from
Southern California. four of the five officials assigned to the
tournament were from Southern California. In the championship
game, both officials were from Southern California.
In contrast, officials in the NCAA basketball tournament do
not officiate games that involve teams from their home region.
In a step that made it an impossibility for the loser of the
championship game to finish second, the second place game was
scheduled immediately after the championship clash.
The Spartans, after losing to UCLA, had to play UC-Irvine. It
was 11 p.m. in Albuquerque.
As well as physically exhausted from the game with UCLA,
the Spartans were psychologically exhausted as well. Any team
would have been.
The NCAA committee decided that an All -Tournament team
would be selected immediately after the last contest.
However, the final game was not over until after 12:30 a.m.
Sunday. Consequently, only three coaches turned in their All Tournament selection and no team was announced.
The NCAA committee did not order the trophies or individual plagues for the winning teams on time and none were
available. They are to be mailed to the respective teams.
Local press coverage of the tournament was almost nonexistent. The worst offender was the host school’s newspaper
(University of New Mexico), "The Lobo." In the Friday paper, the
day the tournament started, "The Lobo" had two full pages of
sports but not a single word about the tournament, which, included the University of New Mexico.
Aside from an occasional appearance by the sports information director, Eddie Grot h. no official from the University
of New Mexico made an appearance at the tournament. It became
apparent that the university was more interested in showing-off
its new pool than involving themselves in the tournament they
hosted. (The facility includes a 50 meter indoor pool which is.
indeed, beautifulfor swimming).
The tournament also reinforced my life-long thoughts about
USC. its athletes and coaches.
Remember 1958 when Cal played USC in football?
It was in that game that the late Mike McKeever (twin brother
of Marlin, why plays for the Rams). jumped knee-first into Cal
halfback Steve Bates who was laying on his back, out-of-bounds,
after the whistle. McKeever’s brutal effort fractured Bates’ jaw
and nose, smashing several teeth and ended his career.
Things haven’t changed much since then at USC. This year.
football coach john McKay said he wanted to beat Stanford by
2000 points because, "they are poor winners."
This sportsman-like attitude carried right over to the SC water
poloists.
In its opening game, one of SC’s players father jumped from
the stands after a foul had been called on his son, and threw a
punch at the official.
After the SISU contest, the Trojan coach, Ron Severs.
protested the game because the officials "were not consistent in
their calls."
The review board took little time in disposing of SC’s last gasp.
Finally, in the game with UCSB, junior forward Steve Tyrell,
probably after seeing films of McKeever’s neat trick, jammed his
elbow into the face of Gaucho Jim Emmic, a freshman from Los
Altos. So forceful was Tyrell’s "cheap shot" that Emmic needed
assistance to get out of the pool, his face engulfed in blood.
He required stiches to close his wound. Later it was
determined that he had a fractured nose.
The Fourth Annual NCAA Water Polo Tournament isnowhistory, the winnerUCLA. But that is not the entire story. It
proved that USC is still USC, that San lose State University’s
poloists are human and that the NCAA had better take a good
look at themselves before the 5th Annual NCAA Water Polo
Tournament is scheduled.

Skinner, Webb torrid;
Spartans nip Pioneers
HAYWAitDLed by the
second half shooting of Mike
Webb and Johnnie Skinner.
plus the passing of Eric
Saulny, San lose State
University’s basketball team
won its second game of the
season by edging Hayward
State 68-67 Monday night in
Hayward in a non-league tilt.
It was the Pioneers third
straight loss.
Hayward State led at the

I.

few bright spots despite the
dismal win-loss record.
Craig Kimball, a sophomore,
asserted himself as the
quarterback. He completed
145 passes for 1,798 yards and
13 touchdown scores. Kimball
set two single season records.
most passes attempted, 323,
and an onus record of 24
interceptions.
Injuries wrecked havoc with
the running backs. It wasn’t
until mid-way through the
season that junior running
and
Dale Knott
back
sophomore halfback Darryl
jenkins got together to help
generate a running attack.
scored seven
Knott
touchdowns in the later half of
the season and rushed for
nearly 400 yards.
Jenkins ended the season
with 284 yards rushing.
Sophomore receivers Chris
Moyneur. Ike McBee and
Arthur Warner made life
miserable for opposing teams’
defensive secondaries.

intermission, 35-33, but
Skinner blistered the nets for
15 of his 17 points and Webb
connected for 12 of his 21
points in the Spartans’ second
half rally.
SISU was without the
services of standout senior
forward Dave Dockery, who
did not play because of
personal problems.
Dockery’s presence was
missed most on the boards .

Despite the lack of board
strength, SISU
cut its
turnovers in half from the first
game of the season. The
Spartans gave the ball up 11
times as compared to 24 in the
season opener.
The Spartans will travel to
Pullman, Wash. Friday night
to take on Washington State
and Saturday will find SISU.
in Moscow. Idaho, to lake tin
Idaho University.

Women volly squad
ready for tourney
By Linda Frisvold
Crys of "All the way San
lose" were all in vain Saturday
at the Northern California
women’s volleyball Championship Playoffs as a nearcapacity crowd watched San
University’s
State
lose
undefeated team lose all hope
to retain its Nor-Cal title.
Hayward sent SISU to the
loser’s bracket in opening
game action on the UC Davis
courts, then came back during

Moyneur. a light -end, latched onto 46 passes for 559
yards and four touchdowns.
McBee caught 30 passes for
393 yards and Warner caught a
touchdown pass every other
time he was on the receiving
end of a pass. He caught six
scoring tosses.
Defensively, Mike Hopkins
led the team in interceptions
with five. Linebacker Bill
Brown led the team in tackles
with 74 primary tackles and 53
assists.
Junior defensive end
Emanuel Armstrong had 45
primary tackles and 27 assists
to rank second and freshman
middle linebacker Carl Ekern
was third with 28 primary tackles and 29 assists.
Brdwn recovered four fumbles, Armstrong and Ekern
pounced on three enemy bobbles each.
Free safety Phil Duncan
intercepted four passes and
recovered three fumbles to
lead SISII in recovering up p.

Save 50c
on

Vitamins
Bring in this coupon’ and take advantage of a
50¢ savings on any vitamin purchase over
$2.00
November 30, 1972, Page 3
Offer expires Jan

semi-finals to extinguish the
15-13 and
sizzling six,
eliminate them from the
tournament.
"I’heir attitude lost this
morning’s match for them."
commented a B team player.
"They were just outplayed
during semi-finals."
It was a weary and frustrated team that left the court
after the final game.
"Third place doesn’t mean
anything when you know

1

1973

ponents. miscues.
Individually one can look at
the records and see a fairly
successful season, but the fans
only look at the win -loss
record.
The fans and alumni believe
a team should win all of the
time, a la Notre Dame,
Nebraska or Southern
California.
SISU’s followers expected
better things from this
seasons’ gridders. Apparently
hey expected too much.

you’re better than h.a.- came
grumbles from the squad.
"Al least we gave ’em a
fight."
good
helluva
commented team captain Star
Golia.
Despite the grumblings,
third place earned San lose an
opportunity to compete with
16 other schools at Regional
action on the LJC Santa
Barbara campus Friday and
Saturday.
Although only half the
squad is eligible for Regional
Play, nine players, including
eligible A team subs and three
B team standouts will make
the trip.
’I’ he B squad nabbed second
place honors at the playoffs
Saturday as they remained
undefeated until semi-final action.
Teams earning the top few
spots during regional action
will earn a berth at the
Nationals at Brigham Young
University in Utah.
Last year’s squad earned an
invitation to nationals they
were unable to accept. ’(’his is
the first year teams must
qualify through regional play.
Team members attending
the regionals include Nancy
Koala, Leala Jew, Margaret
Schaffer, Elanore Olamit, Sue
Felker,
Carolyn
johnson,
Diane Lagana, Sue Peterson
and Sylvia Vernacf Ma.

Bill’s College
Pharmacy

SlSU Net
FG Ft’
9
3
Webb
7
3
Skinner
3 .0
Saulny
1
Orndorff
3
Gamulin
2
2
Adkins
2
Beauchmann
1
Clayton
30
8
Totals
Hayward State (87)
FG FT
Hill
3
O
Lewis
10
5
R. Lewis
4
6
Walls
1
O
Trujillo
2
2
Cherry
2
2
I.oushin
O
4
Totals
26 15

TP
21
17
2
6
6
2
2
68

MAY
COMPANY -CALIFORNIA

For information and
reservation forms contact
your Career Planning and
Placement (Mtice.
Student Services Division
Building AA
an equal
ployer

opportunit

em-
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"TROUBLEMAN"
"GREAT WHITE HOPE"
"LOVE OF IVY"
all color show

TRDPICAIRE
lire sups, week
"SUPERFLY"
"PRIME CUT’
"WATERMELON MAN’’
e ll color show

(3AYSi-I0EIE
George C Scot,

"RAGE"
"MAN IN THE
WILDERNESS"
"RED SUN"
e ll color Show

1

ESS:
Touching Tale of/ARM/NM

ClassicBIGGESTLAUGH

BETTYMP

IFtSTIVAU
ca- 4

GETTER

Os

43[3tJamesit

PM

294-6

ii ruiff
.h,t,4"r:.. ’’
a
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for

I

ii
RRINLY

I

47

University Theatre’s
WILD DUCK
by H

al

Ibsen

Dec. 7-9
8 P.M.
CAPP31
ANY

Student $1.00
General $2.00

.714W

277-2777

TOPLESS NIGHTLY
’...,,.. DANCE TO LIVE
MUSIC
and
BRASS RAIL
GIRLS!

NOW
FEATURING:
"THE
FAMILY
JEWEL"

8 P.M. &
11 P.M.
Students $2.00
No Smoking Please
Tickets on sale
NOW at
A.S. Business Office

AMATEUR
TOPLESS
RITE

EVERY WED.

All PARTICIPANTSS15

WINNER $25

The Woman’s Gym

soft -soled shoes

RN

157 W. El Camino
Sunnyvale

in

Spend a couple of hours
with us in one of our
CAREER
REI AIL
SEMINARS
December 27. 28 or 29.

IROPICAIRE I

19 REEFER
CAMP ,

LAST CHANCE’

Wednesday
Dec 6th

I hen consider the
challenge offered by
retail merchandising!

Burl Lancaster

"ULZANA’S RAID"
Hitchcock’s "FRENZY"
"HUNTING PARTY., color Oche

f,:;,

Chong

Going to be in
Southern California
during the Christmas
break?

El RANCHO DRIVE IN

ONE MOMENT OF BLISS.
A LIFETIME OF REGRET

TP
6
25
14
2
6
6
8
67

for a
CAREER!?

Interested in an
exciting career which
oilers early executive
advancement?

110a

Tur

IIRISI MAS

Graduating in ’72-’73?

all ti.41

STARTS WEDNESDAY?

Cheech

Wear

518 So. 10th St.
’Limit one per person

it it,,10,11.111, 6,11, .111i

lor an all-time high.
Frank Shalein increased his
personal high of 8.85 in the
vaulting and in the floor
exercise.

Other performances came
from Rod Ryuda w!th a second
in the parallel bars with an
8.80 and Steve Sinsell with a
42.15 in the all-around event
"I’m elated over the
performance as it shows we
have some depth" said Anders,
SISU head gymnastics coach.
According to Anders the
gymnastics still need to improve in the side horse, high
bar and in vaulting.
In earlier action last week at
the Oregon invitational in
Eugene several outstanding
performances came from
Barnwell and Frank Shalein.
Barnwell finished seventh
in the all-around with a 43.75
total. He also finished second

Victory leaders, Johnnie Skinner ( 1) and Mike Webb. ( r).

’Backward’ glance
at football season
By lay Goldberg
What was supposed to be an
"onward and upward" camturned into a
paign
"backwards and downwards"
season for head coach Dewey
King’s Spartan gridders.
One magazine (Playboy),
predicted San lose Slate
University would finish the
year with an 8-3 record.
It ended with a 4-7 mark.
It was conceivable the
Spartans could have finished
8-3, but a fumble here, an
interception there and a few
penalties thrown in for good
measure, plagued SISU in
every game, including some of
the victories.
One major factor was SISU
never seemed to put a solid
first half together. Only
against Long Beach State did
the Spartans have an effective
first half. The final score was
35-8.
The Long Beach clash was
the only time S)SLI had a lead
going into the locker room at
halftime.
Having to play catch-up
football makes a team press
and fall away from its original
game plan. With a majority ot
sophomores and juniors in the
starting lineup, mistakes were
inevitable.
It was a disappointing
season from the standpoint the
Spartans could not beat
Fresno State. Pacific, San
Diego State and of all teams.
Hawaii.
SISI.1 had not defeated FSII
since 1968. while Pacific and
San Diego were humiliated by
the Spartans last season, 2818 and 45-7.
The Honolulu contest was a
matter of the Hawaiians firing
up to beat a "major" college
football team.
Each of the above teams had
a psychological edge for this
past season’s games, but an
elimination of the errors, cut
down to a minimum at least.
and a few good first halves
could have turned the season
around.
Individually, there were a

h

University gymnastics team
went into the Sacramento Invitational last Friday and
walked away with lour first
places in seven events in what
Coach Rea Anders claimed
was "our best perlormance all
year.SIM) assistant coach jut
Sweeney took top honors in
the all-around event with
48.25 points and linished
second in the parallel bars
with an 8.65.

se.

TOM
LUNCHED
SHOW

THE
BRASS
RAIL

160
Mt VIEW
ALVISO
ROAD
S’VALE
734-1454 ,
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Spartans, Broncs, Dons and Bears in quarter finals

Local schools advance in tourney
Both local schools. sant..
Clara and San lose Stale
Universities. advanced to the
championship bracket Kliinday night in the "Spartan
Foundation Frosh Basketball
Tournament in Spartan Gym.
In other Lage action Mon.
day. the Calitorma Golden
Bears advanced to the quarter
tidal I iii Ii VS41.

90-b8 victory over the UOP
I titers
The mighty Dons from the
hilltop of USF broke out loan
early lead and coasted to a 9176victory
over
the
Sacramento State Hornets in
other first round play.
Santa Clara dumped (1.C.
Davis 85-73 with a second half
norm. iiiitst twins: the Antes

Heisman Trophy award
to Nebraska’s Rodgers
up
New York (AP)-,
senNebraska s
Rodgers,
was
back
all-purpose
sational
awarded the /Imolai Trophy
yesterday as the most outstanding collegiate loot ball player
of 1972.
1.310
received
Rodgers
points and Oklahoma running
back Greg Pruitt was with
second with 900 followed by
Rodgers’ Nebraska teammate
middle guard Rich Glover who
garnered 652 points.
Rodgers overcame sporadic
with
adversity
dealing
whether his youthful brushes
with the law should affect his
consideration as a Hemmen
[mph,/ candidate.
Fie was involved in a 690

with
holdup and had H
IrallIL VIOlallolio. Malty sports
columnists had written that
Rodgers should not win the
Heisman due to his character.

53-43.

Former Sacred Heart
School star Glen Hubbard canned 27 points to lead
the Broncos while teammates
hd Aycox and Cliff Morgan
each added I markers.
Morgan was high rebuunder
with IS. many in the final half
to break up a close opening 20
minutes of play.
Davis could not penetrate
near the hoop for good close-in
shots as SCIfs aggressive
play hampered the Angles’
pattern offense in the second
hall.
SISU blitzed Hayward Stale
in the opening hall by shouting
58 per cent from the floor 1228
381 and took a commanding
49-24 halftime lead which it
never
relinquished.
The
Spartan yearlings won easily.

High

********************* ***** AAA%

ARE YOU MARRIED???

* For approx. $100.00 a month, you. are *
* eligible to buy a 2-3 Bdrm. Townhouse
under the Federal 235 Plan. The gov’t will 4
pay half of your mortgage (never a pay *
: back). For information contact...
* Jose Marte... 926-9013 (after 6 p.m.)
*
t Roi B. Davis... 259-8356 (after 6 p.m.)

1

New College Community Control Service

*

89-70.
Guards Ken Mickey and
Rodney Hunn each tallied Ili
points an the rout as coach
Dave Waxman cleared the
bench through must of the
final half.
Stevens
Mike
Center
collected 10 rebounds tor the
Sparlababes, seven in the lirat
hall to completely dominate
the Pioneers.

’llompson. was the main attack as he shot 11 for 13 from
the Boor. mostly on short
shuts and tip ins. for a 25 point
tidal to lead both clubs.
Tim Kenworthy led the
Tigers with 21 points.
With Howard Smith controlling the backboards and
Richard johnson supplying
the scoring punch. the Dons
built up an early lead in their

The problem for UOP was
that they lacked height. This
may sound strange when you
consider their center. jay Dahl
at 6-9. was the tallest man on
the flour.
Cal shooters were getting as
many as three shots at the
was
Dahl
and
if
basket
screened out it was a cinch
basket for the Bears.
Ken
forward.
Heal

game with Sacramento and
freely
in
the
substituted
second hall.
johnson threaded the nets
for 27 points while Smith and
Glen Hunter chipped in with
15 points apiece. Once again it
was a case of too much height

From the Cook Book Section

FAT CAT FRITATTA

WANTED

(Eggs, Zucchini and Cheese)
6 eggs, beaten
2 small or I large zucchini
% cup milk

Different Cultures - Strange Food - Tough
Work - Long Hours - No Pay - Except,
What God Gives You.

2 tablespoons olive oil
% pound Monterey Jack cheese
salt and pepper
foot. okr
I at row Aim in half: Ih,nI, um ’epiphyte... Saute in I taNmprein oh,
If r,opn.c. Herein, Irian eilks sad I beton...1,01.r ea 511k es,. ...if v
pepper rid hour int.. Of ion I iiok .6yr tue hew until mixture it .011
-i
irion heat spread fur/ h,ni in top. non with surd oleo. Plot
.661 bake until chem.. 6 limiter!. Herres 4 to Si.

For information on our missionary life, write
FR. CHARLES SINATRA, S.V.D.
FR. MIKE MANNING, S.V.D.
DIVINE WORD SEMINARY DEPT. C11
11316 CYPRESS AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92505

egtor
,

Include age, education, interest, address, etc.

IVI N E

WORD

I or the Hornets to cope with.
the tournament will conclude today with the consolation game at, 5 p.m. in
Spartan Gym. The remaining
pair of contests are the third
place match at 7 p.m. and the
championship till at 9 p.m.

QBooK

Open

N) STORE

MISSIONARIES

330 South

Tenth Street

INC.

San Jose

fit 7 p.m.

Calf. 95112

W111’31.0
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE ISM:
Food Supplements (Instant Protein.
VitaLe Vito E. CIcium etc I
Horne Cleaners (Basic H. L. etc I
Beauty Aids tProteinized Shampoo etc.)
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3808

’70 VW CAMPNOBILE. Red. good condition ice box tent. must sell. best offer.
269-9166
’IS VW SUS - rebuilt eng Ireeslet/
built-In bed carpet. extra fine cond $950.
293-3180
’11 5510 EYE SPRITE. Real sharp. robber,
hardtop. new tires. maga, konl shocks,
Neff eng $700 374-5643

PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W San
Carlos Si 294-1455 Oust West of
Suet feature. KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames, top quality
watermattreues from $12 a up, organic
furniture, pillows. quality 10-speeds.
sales a service. accesaones, frendly
elmice righteous prices BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455

11 ILK. VW BUG. rblt engine Good
cond toffy serviced $300 379-7582
eves

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
Organization meets Inure 730 PM , in
memorial chapel All are welcome’

114 PLYMOUTH Valiant 4 dr sedan. auto
trans power steering, good cond Excellent local travel transportation $300.
238-1493 after 6

"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eufazia Scnool of Ballet Basic "technique tor tne beginning dancer Baum
Eutrazia Grant Director Phone 241.1778
If no answer 286-8917
HAVE A PROBLEM? Looking for
answers, Let Campus SO S help Call
the Spartan Daily at 277-3181 or drop by
THE MONEY SOOK IS 8110.00
TOTAL VALUE 105000 F0013) FOR
ONLY 54 20 NOW -72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE t. 1973-GET YOURS
NOW-SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK HOUSEI31
KY FRIED CHICKEN
EL LAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA 131
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A a W ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH ’N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEPi TO S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKES HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA (el & 42i
ARBY’s ROASTBEEF
SPECIAL MONEY BOOK OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT.
TWOS TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONEI
25Ff OFF ON MUSIC iNSTRuMENTI
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE MONTHt
Si SO OFF ON LP RECORDi
TWO WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE,
ONE DOLLAR S WORTH OF
FREE BILLIARD TABLE TABLE TIMEI
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR 994 -NO GAS PuRCHASEI
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
KENPO KARATE COURSE FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSON!
FREE 35
40 TV PILLOW WITH
PURCHASE OF PASSION PUFFI
SPARTAN BOOK STORE -ONLY$4.00
’ALOHA. KAMAAINA SENIORSI
For free information on lob opportunities
in Hawaii atter graduation write to
Karnasina Career Opportunity Day Box
90368 Honolulu Hawaii 98820
FUTURE CPA’s Learn how to prepare tor
the CPA exam Becker CPA Review
Course Call collect San Francisco 415
781-4395 San Jose 251-8446
FRIDAY FUCKS. This Fri /ugh, at 7 & 10
prn its PAINT YOUR WAGON, Morns
Dailey Aud Admission 501
WERE NOT CHEAP at San Jose
wesemos but we are inexpensive. Uwe
us a call at 295-5104 or drop 95 51 8115
Win Sr
FRU MOVING SOUS AND
WOOD PALLETS COURTESY OF:
BODEGA ESPANA
1040 N 4th St.
Your complete wine & beer Wore
FAIRS
THE
has
ALTERNATIVE CHRISTMAS CARDS
Before you blow’? with Hallmark Check
ours and save SI
’sets all merchandise- Beads macrame
Ripples. awing. nd morn !WADI!
19725 Stevens Crook Splo 257.58e5
(Nur Sears)

AUTOMOTIVE
’66 VW BUG -completely custom/en
New brae brakes paint care a more
$800 or best offer 90.1.9873
71 YAMAHA $M. Good transportation
Exceliera flondhlon Call after 7 PM 277.
8806
17 AUSTIN HEALY 3 000 series $2000
or best offer 374-6803
70 TRIUMPH 1350CC, dart Shape II
CimPee 0850 /offer Dave 298-0181

70 HONDA 450. Ex coed Street bike
Low mil $725 227-4407
19 PONT. Firebird, 350 4 so.. PS vele
top exc Cone $1.950 or best offer 2954514

205 Sure,
SKIS - F isher
Boots-Nordica Astrials 11 , medium
Poles-Peter Kennedy, Bindings-Marke
Rotornat with Rosemont Loton guickreleese. $350 or best offer 252-1143
SKIS-Like new. $AO Boots. Approx size
9 $10 245-6260
DYNACO FM-S TUNER KIT. Unasumbled. still in shipping container Factory
guarantee $145 Call 336-8827 in Ben
Lomond)
SAVE THIS AD. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip check tem for discount
prices on Inc. Susie, Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
the lowest prices available in the entire
bay sr. Call for weekly specials 2472028
CHEMISTS-PROSPECTORS. Precision
Pittance in grams New & unused Also
Assayer’s alcohol burner, stove a
beakers An for $35 Call 288-8507

JAGUAR’S/ OK 160 90% restored $1.350
or best offer 289-5828

NEW SAW Back pack 63. cermet $2.
walker 04. highchair $3. sterilizer $250.
infant seat. $250 266-6663

113 CHEVY Impala good cond Air cond.
Pwr S & B. safety features. extras 2491872 after 7 p in $400

GIANT poster Made from any photo Or
slide in 1 day 55 Terrific gift idea
SUPER SHOT 353 Meridian 293-5884.

110000.1 DART 2 dr sedan, blue with
white vinyl top. slant 6 cly. 3 spd trans
$825 Call 227-8823

SNOWTIRES, Two E70-14 Never-used
Mounted and balanced $75 265-8385 or
266-5994

119 K-GHIA Orange, looks brand new.
new tires. excl cond $1250 998-0505

"SKIN-SEES," fun. fashionable, put-On
tattoos (decals) as seen in Sept Playboy
at the ClothesHorse Boutique 38S. First
St San Jose

FORD FALSON STATION WAGON.
reblt ang Great mpg Good tires. clean
interior $250 275-9105

FOR SALE
WATER BEDS -Yin Yang Water Bed Co.
Since 1970 has water beds and accessories of the finest quality at the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave. Downtown San Jose 28131263. and 24E corneae An acmes
from West Valley College, Campbell 3781040
BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on parts and Accessories to
students year round.
Gene’s Bicycle Barn
1186 E William St 293-7897
ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
paperbacks, Recycle features largest
selection of paperbacks science fiction in
Bay Area s price, mostly We pay 20 per
cent cover 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records, too
Recycle 235 So tat St 288-8275 open
103
SHREDDED FOAM RUINER 364 per lb
293-2954
SLACKUTE POSTIRS SI 50. PATCHES
761 & up, INSENSE 25 STICKS 298,
PIPES Si .00 & up, RADIOS $3.96 & up.
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
022 00 & up BLACKLITE, COMPLETE
ur On 95.4 $2295 STROBE LIGHTS
$11 95, GAS GLO BULB $386 INDIA
PAINTS. FISH NETTING $1 98 & up TSH IR TS $2 00 EACH BROOKS SO E. San
Fernando 1 bet from Sal). PhOne 2920409
THE PISCEAN 5, S 41h St Is block
north or Library) 287-7030 Features a
compete line of heated waterbeds from
554, pillOws aCCOSSOrieti. quality 10steed imported bikes from 963 Sales &
Service All at righteous prices with frier,
dly helpful service 287-7030 BEDS 10
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
"WET SUITS" and two "surfboards" r3.
surlsystem and fle 111-051 surfboards
medium bodyglovewetsuits 251-1273
WHAT IS A FUR BEACH
Handbags of FUR Rugs-Bedspreads
Beautiful SUEDE in Over 20 colors.
Coyote-Cow HIDES Skunk-Fox-Rabbit.
Lugo-belt LEATHER for Norts-pants.
Fur stutl to DECORATE cars and pads.
Tons of cool CLEAN SAND to walk on
COME see THE FUR BEACH wild trip
1411 The Maned. SJ 2864668
PHOTO-STAMPS
Personalize your stationary, greeting
cards and thank you notes with your own
Photo Real pictures in stamp forms Fifty
Preto-stamps, t
1 s. is professional
high gloss photograph, clear brilliant.
sparkling. perforated with gummed
becks Like a sheet of postage stamps
Reproduced from any size photo or
mutes Photo will be returned
unharmed Allow one wee* for delivery
Palace Trading Co 259 S 1st St 5,2
95113 Enclose 82 50 5% sales tax
NEW TOOLS-WOOD LATIN! 36"
LONG $22 WOOD LATHE 4 FT LONG
$46 TABLE SAW $65 JOINTER $40
BELT SANDER $25 BROOKS $06 SAN
FERNANDO PHONE 292-0409 1 ILK
FROM SJSU
HANG-TEN SHIRTS. irrg 8290 and up
THE SHIRTMORKS
1560W San Cartes, SJ 1 Mk west of the
GAP Open loso-s pm Wed-Set MI
0971

EDGARS TROPIQUARIUM I GIFT
SHOPPE, 40 E San Antonio St San Jose
Specializes in Miniquanums & Oriental
An Oblects Unique gifts A small & friendly store
STUDENTS! STEREO
HI Fl DISCOUNTS, Fantastic discounts on all bar
trade brand name stereo and hi ft
equipment Savings from 30% 10 40% on
such brand names as Santee. Sony.
Fisher, Scott. Pioneer etc Call 998-1588,
10 GAL. AQUARIUM complete with Mk
stand accessories.. 25gal *stand Both
reseaied rec 266-4088

HELP WANTED
COLLEGE GRADS WITH *
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Sound
familiar? When career positions are so
competitive would it be to your advantage to learn valuable business experience, self-development, plus a timely
income while still in college ALCAS
CORP has a few such positions for Inc
right students Call 268-8739 after 5 PM
for a personal interview
STUDENTS earn $100 or more per week
veer round working wiyoung boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program No up nu You are trained by
expens No Incest, collections, or OM.
nec Its easy to earn even higher income
Over 50% of our students average more
than $100/week last year You must have
a vaiid drivers license, insurance, good
running car Working hours are 3-9 PM
and 5.30 AM - 30 PM Sat Call now 2891091 as, for Mr Tarry
11SING/P.R.
Creative. self-starter needed by apt/office center builders to write own ads
prepare promotion schedules & do PR
work Send resumes to InIerland attention Bill Meyers 122 Saratoga Santa Clara
95050 No phone calls please
MEN-PHOTOGRAPH NUDE COEDS,
free camera & film, student discounts.
group rates 1415 TM Alameda. S.J. 11
AM-12 PM Class this Monday MM. 730
$5 996-1965
PULL ON PART TIME. Men & women
drivers Mon. Wed. Fri and Tues. Thunl.
Sat Sun 1 00 pm to 6 30pm & 10 arn to
6 30 pm 30 per cent 1056 pow cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co 3513 No
Montgomery St S J 297-4228 Mr
Bennett
MEN WOMIN
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMON, No
experience required Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel Perfect summer lob or
career Send $200 for information
SEAFAX Box 2049-CF. Port Amulets
Washington 98632
PART TIME hostesses 6 cocktail wall’
tresses Red Baron Restaurant 0234080
Bill or Jay, or apply in person
EVERYBODY wants to know something.
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
SO 5 column note you Call 277-3181.
LOOKING POR SOMEONE as a 1009’
lime companion for handicapped Individual -FREE room A board to girl over
18 Very nice apt Cali Robert Hall at 21)113206 alter 5 PM
’ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS,
For free information on lob opportunities
in Hawaii after graduation write to
Karnsain Career Opportunity Day, Box
9898 Honolulu Hawaii 98820

LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss No quotas
no risks1 Every distributor has
different goals & different uproachss
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons
Ws will an you to do s little research
before we let you sponor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK.
JOHN & MARY 486 SO. 5TH 42-2973866
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITYI
International
Local /National
Management Trainee Positions open
Possible earnings up to SI 500/mo Only
ambitious 6 aggressive individual need
apply Call Mr. Wilson. weekdays 7939158
BUSBOYS, waiters exper Must speak
Cantonese Waikiki Village Rest 15466
Los Gatos Blvd. Los Gatos 356-9184
TEACHERS AIDES-11 to 12 noon a 12
noon to 4 pm Cop or nursery courses required Kindergarten Keisuke 51 75$2/hr 225-4820
YOUNG CORPORATION needs people
in sales and management capacihes Part
lime Work own hours Selaries on commission 30-52% Don 245-5754 eves
FOLK SINGER WANTED: Apply at the
HODGE PODGE 169 So. 3rd St. S.J.
FRIDAY FUCKS. This Fri. night at 7 & 10
pm its PAINT YOUR WAGON) Morris
Dailey Aud Admission 504
BARMAID NEEDED one 21 Tips
meals (incl beverages) Apply HODGE
PODGE 160 5 3rd St 292-4487

HOUSING
FOR RENT
VERY Ige 1 B 6 Apt,
Furn. w w carpets
Swim pool, mac room. $130
Studios $100
820 S 9th St SJ

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. $88 includes
gold & white album, BO color prints 01
your choice, full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full colOr
Staff of 20
84104-61 25 each
photographers. Make an appointment to
see our samples-then deticle. Open every
evening until 10 pm. For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161.

SnAIE UNFURN. house 10 rnin away
from if ell on Story Rd .with grad student
Into eastern thought and good living
341-3182
LARGE 213 Dr . 2 bath. AEK. carpets off
st pk pool. 4 Wks to camp. Study atmosphere 470S 1116 St 01 267-7590
COUPLE-Mature students for ant
manager Exchange nice 1 Ig hr apt for
approx 2 hr wk daily. Call 287-7590

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE). WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
289-8681 OR STOP BY 404 S 3RD ST.2ND FLOOR

MEN PRIV. PORN, ROOMS Weal. priv. &
IIV. IT Quiet students only Uhl. pd.
Parking 565 & $75 49S 14th St 2945694
LARGE APTS. 2 bdrm. 2 bath. furs NOW
$150 see or sos s 11th St 296.6046
NEED MALE STUDENT by Jan 1st to
share 2 bdrrn townhouse next to campus
$84 mo . clean, non-smoker. 275-0596
FELLOWS W.G. area $45/mo wrItit pnro
TV 294-1211

TYPING TO SE DONE?
Theses. manuscripts, term papers, &
general reports. Fut, accurate, enable.
and reasonable rates. Call Mrs Alice
Emmerich at 249-2864.
Reports,
General
TYPING-Thesis,
Letters IBM Selectric Reasonable 2836895

SAN JOSE Residence House-Inside
courtyard. color TV, maid & linens.
parking $84/mo. up. $20.50 week Near
Univ.. So. 11th St 293-7374

EXPERIENCED TYPING- Electric IBM
Term Papers, These etc. Dependable.
Mrs. Allen 294-1313

FEMALE: Mellow but serious psych grad
needs roommate Own room So 4th St
$7250. 287-8096 Melees-KW thring7

TYPING of all kinds ItIM Executive
typewriter Experienced. reliable and
very reasonable loM area bre-eirieJ.

STUDIO APT. $105Neer Campus Uhl. included Call 295-7438.

TYPING
60 North 3rd St Apt *823
287-4355 (before Be m aft 2 pm. M-F1

MELLOW ROOMMATE desired to share
Mu house near Santa Teresa & Snell
Fully furnished, has washer/dryer
S90/rno Split uttl 228-6925
FOR RENT-2 bedroom furnished
apartment near the campus. Room for 4
students New rugs. Call 252-2243.
$109
Large studio sep study room
Heated pools, turn, se/carpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-12C0

LARGE 1 bdrm apts. Quiet, pool. car
port, convenient area. Student-manager.
$135 1786 The Alameda 293-5377

GARAGES FOR sports car or compact.
storage One block off-campus Walk to
class Phone 292-7772

NEW ROOMS from $55/065 across the
campus Ample parking Sale and quiet
99 S 91n also 278 S lath St Phone 2958514 or 295-8526

LARGE, carpeted, turn 1 bdffn aPt.
Parking, 2 bl ks from SJSU. 536 So.8th 09.
295-7894 afternoons

COME CLEAN WITH CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE CLEANERS!
SWEATERS. SHIRTS. PANTS. .95 and
up.
402 S 3rd at San Salvador

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE. 2 bdrms
S210 tor 2 or S240 tor 4 Head St. neer S.
10th St. 246-3032 28741105
ROOMS, IVY HALL. 279E San Fernando
St Across from administration bldg. kitchen pm, wed msnsged 294-6472, 2939814. 253-1152
COUPLE-Malure stuaents for asst
manager Exchange nice rig or apt For
somas 201 wit inlay LA. Get
FOR RENT Large e berm turtushed
house bob S 9th Si Lairle only Call
manager atter 5 p rn etiti-5Kro or drop by
ark/IS 515 51 al
FRES ROOM & BOARD to girl over II
as a campanion to a handicapped MU:Must Very nice apt Call Robert Hall at
298-3208 after 5 PM
CLEAN PURR. APTS.
620 $ 3rd (Reed & S 3r01
600 S 9th (Reed & S. 9t111
480 S 8th Milliams & S. 8th)
OLDIES BUT GOODIES)
CUTE STUDIO. IDEAL FOR SINGLE
STUDENT CONVENIENT TO S.J
CLEAN. ATTRACTIVELY FURN $110
998-2416 or 967-3636

FACULTY-WALK TO WORK- Buy my
house 2 be:km cottage style. Finished
bsmnt 640S 15111. 292-8223 923.000.

blk lrm campus
MOD. FURN. APT.
vow carpet in living rm 1 bdrm 5140. Wtr.
Ages nc Quiet No pets. Avail. Jan M.
1973. 483 So 7th Ire 49950 7th 2955382 or 268-4362.

SERVICA

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free iservIce CalLESChe’s 2512598

******* OARD owners. If you are apart
of the advertising beeileboard campaign
please call Inc Spartan Deily at 277-3181
Ask for feature department

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, ALSO
EDITING, IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER CALL 244-6444
AF TER 6 MARY BRYNER

WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
KSJS DOES!
GO PUBLIC GO K Sal

FURN. STUDIO APT. Owlet glrl Utilities
pd Ho gar Cln dee 251 S. 14th St.

6 lines
ai h
i.n9,dca line
Add

1 IIIIDROOM FURN. APT, tor rem. 645
So 5th St Quiet, water soften. Clean
PISAN It STATE &SW ARM Sew 1hr
5125, 725 $ Ith Call 294-1510
CHRISTIAN GIRLS: Rooms tor rent Kit
bath Priv $35/mo and up ’41516 from
campus 44 So 8th St

5 lines
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PERSONALS
FREE SIAMESE SEALPOINT to
home Female Has all shots Vs months
old Box broken 325-2441

3 lines

LO8T-D01111FJSHEP MIX. Looks exiletly like DOBERMAN. 4 mo. old. Call
259-4874 or 258-2694. REWARD.

RIDS WANTED back to Mpls Minn et
Christnes time Will help pay expenses
Kathy al 225-9472

TYPIST
Accurate, experienced, fast Can edit
theses. paws Near City College Mrs
Minivan 298-4104

4 lines

LOST 8 FOUND

-EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -I
Student flights Inexpensive atudent
camping tours throughout Eurdpe. Russia and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski lours European used car
Purchase system CONTACT ISCA
11887 San Vicente Blvd .14. L A Calif
90049 Tel 828-0955

CLEAN. COMFORTABLE, turn 1 Mon
apt. 633 So 8th St 2116.7474. 295-7332

CLEAN, COMFORTABLE turn 1 bdrrh
apt 633So 11th SI 288-7474 or 204-7332

THE MONEY BOOK IS 5160.00 TOTAL
VALUE 450.00 FOOD) FOR ONLY $4.00
Now672 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE. GOT THE MUNCHIES?
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBEES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL(3)
SUN N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA(3)
BARRELS FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7 -ELEVEN

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freemen can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly at 1/308
with a TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay twth a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call 2878888 for information or 298-6800 for
reservations.

CHRISTIAN Female roommate needed
to share 2 !Arm apt with 3 others
650/mo 294-6695

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Complete domestic/international
travel program
STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC
Call 14081 287-8240 for further Info.

EVERYTHING you always wanted to
knOW about anything but were Meld to
ask Ask Campus SOS at 277-3181 and
see lily the Daily

Spartan

TRANSPORTATION

MEN-Quiet, clean. warm rrns for rent
Single & double one w/kit priti 540 So
8th & 617 So 8th

TWO
Jays

ANYONE WITNESSING motorcycle theft
on 9th St across from West Halt on Oct
31 please call 264-9773

FRIDAY FUCKS. This Fri night at 71 10
pm irs PAINT YOUR WAGON! Morns
Dailey Aud Admission 506

ROOM FOR RENT, male, large, clean
Rolf cluiet, kit ono Private ant 9 blks
from S J S 293-1640

One
day
SI SO

DONATE ON A regular blood plasma
program and receive up to $40/monthly
ering student I D or this ad and receives
bonus with your first donation HYLANU
DONOR CENTER 35 S Almaden Ave
San Jose, CA 294-6535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 to 330

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Mn5ler - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne I emberg - 1924 Harris
I wephone 371-0395 San Jose

ROOM FOR RENT. Modern, quiet, house
in Willow Glen for serious Student.
$70/mo. incl util 267-3630. Nick

LARGE? Bedroom apts.
furnished
WV/ carpets
Recreation room,
swim pool
620 So 9th St SJ $130.
Studios $100

E UROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student flights. Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Roams, and Mexico. Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and Far East.
Student ski tours European used car
porches’ system. CONTACT ’SCA.
11687 San Vicente Ellvd. et, L. A. Cold
90049 TEL, 826-0955.

CUSTOMIZE your Christmas cards by
having your name imprinted in gold 100
cards-S5 D0 You supply cards. Call 3710184

HAIR CUTS AND TRIMS. Specializing in
long hair and split ends for men and
women Only $1.00 287-2678

MARRIED COUPLES
Late, 2 bdrm with new w/w carpets,
built-in kitchen. Garbage Disposal, air
conditioning, enclosed garage, pool ke
blk SJSU, quiet four-play. $175 Free
laundry Manager, 4138S, 5th Ill 286-0944

UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to keep
kits Momma brown, kits are black & whits.
have tails A claws Cell 258-0838.

WEDDING BELL BLUES? Cheer up with
talented musical trio. We Play your
requests at ceremony or reception. 9260413 for more info.

ROOM w/kit. priv Non-smoker 5 bike to
SJS Large quiet clean WM 287-3125
before noon is best time

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE. 2 bdrms.
5210 for 2 or $240 tor 4. Reed St. mar S.
10th St. 246-3032

Drag-ID
ANUNrMLI1JS ANAL,616
call fltio I lbe

City
Pan sun II,*

s.rw.,"

T r amen, tlon

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
SPARTAN DAILY
CASH /0
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE. CALIF 95114
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